
These are challenging times for all of us.   
We want to keep you informed and engaged. 

Please observe the recommended guidelines for  
staying safe and healthy.

 
See information regarding remote notarization and witnessing on page 6.  

Local courts’ websites for updates on policies and procedures  
can be found on page 11.  

Photos courtesy of Jinan Hamood, Nicole Mackmiller, and Callan Munzel. 
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Working Remotely
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(COVID-19) Pandemic

 Summer  
Picnic 2019

We had great weather for the annual picnic held jointly with 
Women Lawyers Association of Michigan, Washtenaw Region 

at Gallup Park on  June 27th. 
Much appreciation to our grill masters, Judge Karen Quinlan 

Valvo, Judge Kirk Tabbey and Judge Charlie Pope.

 
Photos courtesy of the  

Washtenaw County Legal News – Frank Weir, Photographer.
Additional photos are available at www.washbar.org in our photo gallery.
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SPECIALIZING IN SELLING REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATED 
WITH ESTATE SALES, PROBATE, AND DIVORCE.  CALL 
FOR A CONFIDENTIAL ASSESSMENT. 

An exclusive affiliate of Coldwell Banker Previews International

ALEX MILSHTEYN, CRS, GRI, ABR 

(734) 417-3560 | alex@alexmi.com | www.alexmi.com | Associate Broker  
Coldwell Banker Weir Manuel, 2723 S. State St., Suite 130, 
Ann Arbor, MI 48108

Don’t let a real estate 
asset delay a
settlement.
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Above: Jim Fink and Nick Roumel present David
Shand with the WCBA and Legal Services of
South Central Michigan Pro Bono/Public Service
Award. Below: ??

The Judiciary Committee of the Washtenaw County Bar 
Association wishes to express its deep gratitude for the support

of the following conference sponsors:

THANK YOU!

2018-2019 Judiciary Committee Co-Chairs:  
W. Daniel Troyka & Mag. Tamara A. Garwood

Blanchard & Walker, PLLC

Bredell and Bredell

Christensen Law

Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.

Dickinson Wright PLLC

Dykema

Fink & Fink, PLLC

Foley, Baron, Metzger & Juip, PLLC

Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Garris, Garris, Garris & Garris, P.C.

Geherin Law Group, PLLC

Hooper Hathaway, P.C.

Jaffe Raitt Heuer & Weiss, P.C.

Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC

Law Office of Jinan M. Hamood

Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Mackmiller Manchester, PLLC

Nationwide Interlock

Nichols, Sacks, Slank, Sendelbach,
Buiteweg & Solomon, P.C.

Pear Sperling Eggan & Daniels, P.C.

Smith Haughey Rice & Roegge

The Vincent Law Firm, P.C.

Washtenaw County Legal News

Widgeon Dispute Resolution, PLC

Photos courtesy of the Washtenaw County Legal News – Frank Weir, Photographer  •Please see www.washbar.org for additional photos.

30th Annual Bench-Bar Conference

Above: John Reiser,
Karen Field, Angela
Poviliatis and Amy
Reiser. Right:  Robert
Dawid and Anna
Frushour

The Judiciary Committee of the Washtenaw County Bar 
Association wishes to express its deep gratitude for the support

of the following conference sponsors:

THANK YOU!

2018-2019 Judiciary Committee Co-Chairs:  
W. Daniel Troyka & Mag. Tamara A. Garwood

Blanchard & Walker, PLLC

Bredell and Bredell

Christensen Law

Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.

Dickinson Wright PLLC

Dykema

Fink & Fink, PLLC

Foley, Baron, Metzger & Juip, PLLC

Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Garris, Garris, Garris & Garris, P.C.

Geherin Law Group, PLLC

Hooper Hathaway, P.C.

Jaffe Raitt Heuer & Weiss, P.C.

Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC

Law Office of Jinan M. Hamood

Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Mackmiller Manchester, PLLC

Nationwide Interlock

Nichols, Sacks, Slank, Sendelbach,
Buiteweg & Solomon, P.C.

Pear Sperling Eggan & Daniels, P.C.

Smith Haughey Rice & Roegge

The Vincent Law Firm, P.C.

Washtenaw County Legal News

Widgeon Dispute Resolution, PLC

�e annual conference was held on May 3rd at Travis Pointe Country Club.

MICHIGAN’S PREMIER MEETING FACILITY

YOUR MEETING
THIS GOODNEVER HAD IT

Rated ★★★★ by Orbitz/Travelocity

WEBER’S

  Renowned full-service independent hotel with food service from Weber’s Restaurant
  Michigan’s finest meeting rooms – bright, contemporary, high-tech

   Serving genuine hospitality for 75 years
  Ideally located in Ann Arbor on I-94        Kelsey Baptist at 734-794-2262 

Jackson Ave. at I-94 | Ann Arbor, MI 
(734) 769-2500 | (800) 443-3050

www.webersannarbor.com

BOUTIQUE HOTEL
ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN

WEBER’S
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.edu or (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Answers
1.   l
2.  a
3.  e
4.  g
5.  d
6.  b

7.  i
8.  j
9.  h
10.  c
11.  f
12.  k
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart

www.webersannarbor.com
www.ahpplc.com
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Michigan Trailblazers:  Women in the Workplace

Annual Award Dinner and Election

WLAM – Washtenaw Region and the WCBA’s New Lawyers’ section 
sponsored a joint panel discussion at Stonebridge Golf Club on April 25th.

Above: Nick Roumel, Kristin Davis, Patricia Reiser, Sandy
Musser, Alison Love, Hon. Judith E. Levy, Hon. Betty R.
Widgeon (ret.), Dr. Maya Hammoud, Jennifer Lawrence,
Angela Walker, Parisa Ghazaeri, Stephanie Garris, and
Jinan Hamood.

Jean and the Hon. Richard E.
Conlin     

Doaa Al-Howaishy and Lynn McGuire

Olga Yermalenka, Nike Gatti and Ashwin
Patel 

Photos courtesy of the Washtenaw County Legal News – Frank Weir, Photographer  •Please see www.washbar.org for additional photos.
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.edu or (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski
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Answers
1.   l
2.  a
3.  e
4.  g
5.  d
6.  b

7.  i
8.  j
9.  h
10.  c
11.  f
12.  k
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart
Daniel Pollack

Victims of sexual abuse are litigating. Among the 
most prominent defendants are schools, medical 
professionals, entertainment industry tycoons, 
politicians, coaches, and clergy. Often, if the case has 
value, a settlement can be reached, with plaintiffs 
taking their award as a one-time lump sum or as a 
structured settlement (a series of payments collected 
over a period of time). The decision to select a lump-
sum payment or a structured settlement will depend 
upon many factors. These include:

•  The nature of the damages suffered, and whether 
any part of the award should be set aside and 
reserved for future use;

•  The pace at which the money will likely be spent; 

•  Tax considerations. Sexual abuse lawsuits often 
result in both taxable and tax-free damages;

• Whether the plaintiff may want or need  
assistance in managing the award; and

•  The size and schedule of the payments. 

The laws and regulations for structured settlements of this type are 
significantly dictated by the Periodic Payment Settlement Act of 1982 
(Public Law 97-473), which was designed to recognize the use of structured 
settlements in applicable personal injury and wrongful death cases.  The Act 
allows structured settlements made up of current and/or future payments to 
be excluded from gross income.  If the settlement is well-structured, it will 
allow for growth of the award over time while eliminating some or all of the 
tax burden associated with future growth.

Minor or college-aged plaintiffs

Structured settlements are often a good choice for minors or younger 
plaintiffs. A structured settlement manages all sorts of risks associated 
with providing a young person with a windfall of easily accessible cash. 
For example, a structured settlement can be designed to provide lump sum 
payments in each of the four years following the minor’s age of majority. This 
scheme provides a sum certain for college expenses, if desired.

Another approach may provide a lump sum at around age 25, another at 
age 30, and even more as the plaintiff ages. This approach assumes that 
the plaintiff will have certain needs as they approach middle age. This type 
of structured settlement can provide a down payment on a permanent 
residence, or perhaps the flexibility to purchase an automobile without 
taking on significant debt.

Some plaintiffs choose to defer payment and instead receive monthly checks 

starting at a certain age. This approach anticipates other needs, such as 
childcare or living expenses. Of course, structured settlements offer much 
flexibility, and elements of all of the above-described approaches can be 
incorporated into any structure.

Structures for persons with developmental or cognitive disabilities 

Structured settlements are particularly valuable for persons who experience 
difficulties managing their own affairs or who are vulnerable to exploitation. 
Building in limits to how much is distributed and when the distributions 
arrive allows ample time to plan how each distribution will be used. This 
can also minimize the chances that the individual will be seen as a target for 
exploitation since there is no time at which they have control of an unusually 
large amount of cash.  

Psychological considerations and future damages

Assuming the settlement involved significant proceeds, it is important to 
ensure that any settlement adequately provides for future needs.  In sex 
abuse cases, victims can suffer challenges that last a lifetime. Sex abuse 
can affect victims differently as they age, and particularly as they have 
children of their own.  Having children, and the worry that accompanies 
having adolescent children, is commonly reported as a significant stressor in 
victims of sexual abuse who later become parents.  A structured settlement 
can allow for sufficient funds to cover expenses associated with counseling, a 
psychologist, or even a psychiatrist and medication. It is always important to 
consider future needs when deciding upon a structured settlement.

Conclusion

Properly set up, a structured settlement can provide guaranteed, stable 
income for the rest of a client’s life.  Critically, guarantee periods can be used 
to protect the income for surviving spouses and families, and can protect the 
client from predators, including unscrupulous family members and friends. 
Victims of sexual abuse who are legally due a monetary award may be wise 
to structure a settlement that ensures the money is available for their greatest 
benefit and future quality of life.

Daniel Pollack, MSSA (MSW), Esq., is professor at Yeshiva University’s 
School of Social Work in New York City and a frequent expert witness in 
child welfare cases. He can be reached at dpollack@yu.edu. 

Cameron R. Getto is a shareholder with Zausmer, PC in Farmington 
Hills.  He represents individuals and corporations in litigation in a wide 
range of cases that include health care law, sex abuse, human services 
organizations, and catastrophic claims.   He resides with his family in 
Superior Township.  Cameron can be reached at getto@zausmer.com. 

Managing Settlement Awards  
for Victims of Sexual Abuse

Cameron R. Getto
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THANK YOU 
to those that continue to support the WCBA by 
contributing to the WCBA Donations Fund for 

community service, law library, and technology 
improvements!

Elizabeth S. Arnkoff
Susan V. Brown – Chelsea Family Law

Adam H. Eichner – Eichner Realty, LLC
Suzanne R. Fanning – Suzanne R. Fanning, PLLC

Paul C. Fessler – Fessler Law, P.C.
Peter C. Flintoft – Keusch, Flintoft & Fink, PLLC
Alexander W. Heritier – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.
Robert B. June – Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Teresa A. Killeen
Véronique M. Liem – Liem Law & Mediation Office

Victor L. Lillich – Victor L. Lillich, JD & Associates, PLLC
Thomas C. Manchester – Law Office of Thomas C. 

Manchester
Sarah M. Meinhart – Sarah M. Meinhart, PLLC

Mary M. O’Leary-Larsen – Law Office of Mary O’Leary
John B. Owdziej – Law Office of John B. Owdziej

Lana A. Panagoulia – Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC
Andrew A. Paterson, Jr. – Paterson Law Office

Margaret Dearden Petersen – Petersen Law PLLC
Eli N. Savit 

Jonathan D. Shapiro
Julie C. Sisson – Sisson Legal, PLC

John W. Stanowski – Stanowski and Associates
Nastassja A. Thomas – Hamilton, Graziano & London, 

PLC
John W. Whitman – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

sufficient for general jurisdiction.  A Plus Painting v. Summit Developers, Inc., 
et al., No. 16-151640-CB (Oakland Co. Cir., Oct. 5, 2016). Although A Plus 
Painting did not provide a detailed basis for its conclusion, it expressly found 
that Daimler posed no constitutional barrier to exercising general jurisdiction 
based on business registration alone. Id. at *3-4.   

 Take-away for Michigan Practitioners

Michigan practitioners should be aware of the new constitutional limits on the 
exercise of both general and specific jurisdiction, which are not fully reflected 
in Michigan case law. For general jurisdiction, practitioners should be mindful 
that general jurisdiction over a non-consenting corporate defendant will very 
likely be unconstitutional outside of the defendant’s place of incorporation 
and principal place of business. And for specific jurisdiction, a marginal nexus 
between a defendant’s contacts with a forum and the claims at issue may no 
longer support jurisdiction where it once did.  

But it remains an open question whether registering to do business in Michigan 
and appointing an agent for service of process supports an inference of consent 
to general jurisdiction, and if so, whether that consent would be valid under 
Daimler. Without a binding Michigan decision or a U.S. Supreme Court 
decision rejecting consent-by-registration, it is an argument worth trying. But 
given the trend emerging from other jurisdictions, the opportunity to argue it in 
Michigan might be short-lived. 

Paul Stewart is a litigation associate in Dykema’s Ann Arbor office. He represents 
clients on a range of commercial, regulatory, antitrust, environmental, and 
appellate matters. Mr. Stewart is the Co-Chair of the Trial Practice Section of the 
WCBA and can be reached at pstewart@dykema.com.
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The Washtenaw County Bar Association –
It’s Where You Belong!  We rolled out this
tagline last July at the start of our fiscal
year to help us welcome and support more
lawyers in our Bar.  Thanks to relation-
ships, activities, and our website, we ex-

panded our membership ranks with 67 new members this year.
Having exceeded last year’s tally of 43 new members, and knowing
new members are waiting to join in July, I am eager to start attracting
even more lawyers this coming year.  In the meantime, we are rolling
through a busy spring!  

First, congratulations to Judge Richard E. Conlin on receiving the
WCBA’s Professionalism & Civility in the Practice of Law Award at
our Annual Award Meeting & Election in April.  Judge Conlin has
served on the 14A District Court bench since his appointment in 1995.
Doug Mullkoff nominated Judge Conlin for the award with this heart-
felt statement, a feeling clearly shared by the 100+ people who at-
tended to honor the judge.    

“Dick Conlin has been a joy to practice in front of.  He was highly
respected as a civil attorney before generously giving back to the
community by agreeing to become a judge.  His temperament is ideal
for the bench.  Always pleasant, calm, and kind. He makes people
know they matter. Wise but soft spoken and humble. Quick to smile
and put others at ease. Courteous, helpful, friendly. Dick sets the stan-
dard for excellence.”

Doug Mullkoff and Mike Gatti presented the award to Judge Conlin,
and Judge Connors shared a big fish tale involving the honoree.  Ever
the gentleman, Judge Conlin admitted only that the story had “ele-
ments of truth in it.”  Established in 1991, the Professionalism & Ci-
vility Award is now presented every third year at the annual Bar
dinner, on a rotating schedule with the Patriot and Liberty Bell
Awards.  

The annual Bar dinner also included the return of 18 former Bar pres-
idents for the second year in a row.   A personal note of thanks to all
of our former Presidents for continuing to support the Bar.  I am glad
you still belong!  Events like this one and the upcoming Bench-Bar
conference also make it easy to catch up with members, like talking
with Abby Elias on the eve of her last day in the Ann Arbor City At-
torney’s Office after 23 years.  Congratulations, Abby, thank you, and
enjoy your retirement!  Congratulations also to Joy Gaines on her
promotion to First Assistant Public Defender, Juvenile Division!  Joy
is modest; thankfully, Chief Public Defender Delphia Simpson was
there to share the news.

Thank you also to this year’s Board members, committee and section
chairs, and to Executive Director Kyeena Slater and Kelley Lindquist.
The Board is a vibrant mix of personalities guiding the Bar and Ky-
eena and Kelley make the daily operations run like a well-oiled ma-

chine.  On July 1st, Mark Jane will step up as President.  I look for-
ward to Mark’s leadership with his passion for the Bar, his knack for
the fine print, and his winning trivia knowledge.      

After our Bench-Bar conference on May 3rd, keep an eye open for
the “WCBA Night Out at the Driving Range” in May and a book dis-
cussion event on Tough Cases.  Also, I’d love to have you join me
again in a fun 5K run/walk, this time the “Oberun”.  It’s an evening
summer solstice event at Wiard’s Orchard on Friday, June 21st.
www.runoberun5K.com  After that, there are only four months until
the Bar makes another strong showing in the Purple Run 5K for Safe-
House!

Last, to further foster that feeling of belonging, I hope you enjoy get-
ting to know more of our members through the Before They Were
Lawyers quiz below.

Cheers from the Bar,
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth C. Jolliffe

Elizabeth@yourbenchmarkcoach.com

1.   Judge Archie Brown, 22nd Circuit Court
2.   Karen Field, Washtenaw County Prosecutor’s Office
3.   Nick Gable, Legal Services of South Central Michigan 
4.   Joy Glovick, Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
5.   Joelle Gurnoe-Adams, Chalgian & Tripp Law Offices, PLLC 
6.   Elizabeth Jolliffe, Your Benchmark Coach
7.   Tom Kent, University of Michigan Office of the General 

Counsel   
8.   Matthew Kerry, Kerry Law PLLC 
9.   David McDaniel, Jaffe, Raitt, Heur & Weiss, P.C.
10. Miriam Perry, Washtenaw County Office of the Public De    

fender   
11. Judge Kirk Tabbey, 14A District Court
12. John Whitman, Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

a.   Fotomat attendant
b.   Dental assistant
c.   English teacher in rural Japan
d.   Lady Foot Locker salesperson
e.  Garbage collector
f.    Backstage security, Castle Farms 

Music Theatre
g.   Auto mechanic
h.   Irrigation system installer
i.  Photographer @ “Picture Man”
j.  Auto mechanic
k.   Tile Setter
l.    Auto body & repair technician

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Match the attorney with a past job
Answers on page 6

President’s Message
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I have lived in Ypsilanti since 1947 and am married to Mary (Fitzharris) Manchester whom I met while we were
students at Eastern Michigan University. We have four children and nine grandchildren. I received my law degree
from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating in 1968, passing the Michigan Bar exam and beginning
practice in Ypsilanti that same year. I can be reached at tom@mackmanlaw.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where
did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
I had no idea what I wanted to do to make a living when I got
out of college. I was selling real estate while in college and
thought that would be a good possibility. I took the LSAT as a
lark and did well. I applied to Harvard, Duke and Michigan.
Michigan accepted me, so I went there for my legal education.
I come from a family of lawyers on my father’s side so it must
be in the blood.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
I caddied for three years, was a truck driver for a produce com-
pany one summer, worked melting scrap metal and pouring
molten steel into ingots one summer, worked in a GM factory
one summer, and sold real estate. 

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I don’t “like” any particular area more than others. I started out
as a general practitioner and followed the demand. Right now,
I mostly do small estate planning, probate and real estate, and
am trying to work less than full time.

Tell us a little about your family.
My wife, Mary, is retired from teaching elementary, reading
and special education.  I have two sons who are lawyers, but
don’t practice; my third son is an investment advisor with Ed-
ward Jones; and my daughter teaches middle school language
arts. We have nine grandchildren, the oldest being a pre-med
student in the Lymon-Briggs honors college at Michigan State.
We spend a great deal of time involved in family matters, and
those times are our best.

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney
today?  
Time. I would like to work only three days a week, but the
phone keeps ringing. 

What would your second career choice have been if you had
not become a lawyer?
Likely real estate, although I had been accepted at Michigan
for accounting and had some ability in that area.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Always do the right thing. It sounds trite but will stand you in
good stead in the long run. Make time for yourself and your
family. All the money in the world won’t make up for how you
treat those around you.

What is your favorite movie or book?
My favorite book is QB VII by Leon Uris; my favorite old
movie is Casablanca (for its romance); and my favorite new
movie is The Green Book, for its lessons.

Describe a perfect day off.
A day with my wife on a Top 100 golf course.

What are some of your favorite places that you have vis-
ited?
Alaska (unbelievable); London (historical); Paris (romantic);
and Ireland (Mary’s roots).

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Sidetrack in Depot Town; Common Grill in Chelsea; and
Gratzi’s in Ann Arbor

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to
spend it?
Family, golf and travel.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Lots of golf, a fair amount of travel, grandchildren’s events and
family gatherings.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What
is the greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
WCBA represents an outstanding group of lawyers and pro-
vides professional and social focus for many of those lawyers.
My greatest benefit has been the resources made available by
the WCBA.

&Answered
Asked

Thomas C. Manchester

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a

few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address, and

photo) to make the most of this feature.
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In the world of Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR), third-party mediators are re-
quired and admonished to be neutral and
impartial, but few articles specifically discuss
how to define (and practice) neutrality and
impartiality, and very few articles give prac-
tical working examples.

The purpose of this article is to address and
elucidate the characteristics of neutrality and
impartiality.

MCR 2.411(2) provides: “Mediation is a
process in which a neutral third party facili-
tates communication between parties, assists in identifying issues, and
helps explore solutions to promote a mutually acceptable settlement. A
mediator has no authoritative decision-making power.”  The rule requires
neutrality of the mediator but does not define the characteristics of neu-
trality.

The Oxford Dictionary
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/neutrality) defines neutral-
ity as “the state of not supporting or helping either side in a conflict,
disagreement, etc.; impartiality.”

Standard II of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediation (SCAO
2013) defines impartiality as “freedom from favoritism, bias, or preju-
dice.”

In the world of linguistics, definitions of word meanings are called lexical
semantics.  Conceptual words like “neutrality” and “impartiality,” as op-
posed to a word that describes an object (like “shovel”), are defined by
example. 

The following are examples of non-neutral statements:

1. Mediator: “My partner/expert says that your expert opinion 
is questionable/faulty/all wet.”

2. Mediator: “This is a great deal…you must accept it.”
3. Mediator: “Your position is untenable. You will lose it at 

trial/summary judgment.”
4. Mediator: “Here is what I think of the merits of your   

case….”
5. Mediator: “My opinion is that….”
6. Mediator: “I believe that….”

How then does a mediator invite discussion of issues in the language of
diplomacy, neutrality, and impartiality?

Here are a few examples:

1. Mediator: “The other side takes the position that…”

2. Mediator: “The other side says that your expert opinion is 
flawed because…”

3. Mediator: “If you lose on that issue, this looks like what some
of the results may be…”

4. Mediator: “Both sides appear to be confident that they will 
win and achieve the results they want; but the fact of the 
matter is that only one side will win and the other side will 
lose. The odds of winning or losing are therefore 50/50.”

The bottom line is that neutrals do not express their opinions and beliefs
on the merits or wisdom of a particular outcome. They invite the parties
to formulate their own opinions and conclusions leading to case resolu-
tion.

It is not infrequent that a mediator is invited into a caucus trap where one
party asks the mediator to weigh in on the merits or terms of case reso-
lution. This places the neutral in a position of being an evaluator, which
is ethically dangerous because now the mediator is being asked to wear
a non-mediator hat.

Fortunately, a mediator’s tool box has at least two “instruments” to assist
the parties and avoid jeopardizing neutrality and impartiality.

1. Engaging the parties (usually in caucus) in decision-tree
analysis.  A decision-tree is a road map developed by a media-
tion participant that converts the risk of a “good chance”, a
“fighting chance”, or an “arguable position” into numerical lan-
guage to arrive at probable case outcomes.  It is effective be-
cause:

a) Numbers capture and quantify case assessments.

b) Numbers help shift the focus, promoting emotional
detachment and focusing on the numerical cumula
tive impact of litigation risk.

c) Multiplying the risk assessments developed by the
participant(s) against each other obtains a probabil-
ity estimate, and then combines that result to yield 
an average discounted outcome.

2. Instead of inviting the parties to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of their respective positions (assuming that this dis-
cussion would take place in the presence of clients) ask each
party to answer the following question:
“Assume that the trier of fact just returned a verdict against you.
Tell me why the judge (or each juror) found against your posi-
tion/client.”

In short, mediators coax the parties to make their own case analysis and
draw appropriate conclusions.  This is the working definition of “neutral-
ity” and “impartiality.”

Neutrality, impartiality, and an impartial process are central to the legit-
imacy of decisions reached and the individual’s acceptance of those de-
cisions.

It has long been recognized that the choice of a word influences human
behavior. In fact, the Bible says, “Reckless words pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Bible, Proverbs 12:18 NIV)  

Let us choose our words wisely.  The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Media-
tor, Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s ADR Section
and previously a Florida Supreme Court Civil Circuit and Appellate Me-
diator. He is a recipient of the 2016 National Law Journal ADR Cham-
pion Trailblazer Award. He is an active member of the SBM ADR Section
and a member of its Skills Action Team. He offers civil mediation services
and can be reached at 734-845-4109 and 
edsikorski3@gmail.com and www.edsikorski.com. 

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr.

Mediator Neutrality
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Hire a qualified appraiser! 
 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA 

Certified Residential Appraiser 
AQB Certified USPAP Instructor 

Residential appraisals and 
reviews 

 

734.761.3065 
rachmass@comcast.net 

https://annarborappraisals.com 
 

We Need Your Help!
Please donate 2 hours of your time.

The Washtenaw County Bar Association's
New Lawyers Section

is sponsoring
Law Day, USA 

Wednesday, May 1, 2019   10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Ann Arbor District Library, 343 S. Fifth Ave., Ann Arbor
Ypsilanti District Library, 229 W. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti

During Law Day, USA, members of the public come in for a free 20-30 minute consultation.  Most needed areas of law are family,
landlord/tenant, real estate, estate planning, probate, and general civil.  We also usually have a few inquiries in employment and

consumer protection areas of law.

Contact Kelley Lindquist at 734-994-4912 or lindquistk@washtenaw.org to volunteer and to tell us the areas of law in which you will
give consultations and which location works best for you.

Thank you in advance!  We couldn't do this without you.
A minimum liability policy is required for participation.

If you are running late the day of the event, please call the WCBA office at 734-994-4912.

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

mailto:dpollack@yu.edu
mailto:getto@zausmer.com
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The Washtenaw County Bar Association –
It’s Where You Belong!  We rolled out this
tagline last July at the start of our fiscal
year to help us welcome and support more
lawyers in our Bar.  Thanks to relation-
ships, activities, and our website, we ex-

panded our membership ranks with 67 new members this year.
Having exceeded last year’s tally of 43 new members, and knowing
new members are waiting to join in July, I am eager to start attracting
even more lawyers this coming year.  In the meantime, we are rolling
through a busy spring!  

First, congratulations to Judge Richard E. Conlin on receiving the
WCBA’s Professionalism & Civility in the Practice of Law Award at
our Annual Award Meeting & Election in April.  Judge Conlin has
served on the 14A District Court bench since his appointment in 1995.
Doug Mullkoff nominated Judge Conlin for the award with this heart-
felt statement, a feeling clearly shared by the 100+ people who at-
tended to honor the judge.    

“Dick Conlin has been a joy to practice in front of.  He was highly
respected as a civil attorney before generously giving back to the
community by agreeing to become a judge.  His temperament is ideal
for the bench.  Always pleasant, calm, and kind. He makes people
know they matter. Wise but soft spoken and humble. Quick to smile
and put others at ease. Courteous, helpful, friendly. Dick sets the stan-
dard for excellence.”

Doug Mullkoff and Mike Gatti presented the award to Judge Conlin,
and Judge Connors shared a big fish tale involving the honoree.  Ever
the gentleman, Judge Conlin admitted only that the story had “ele-
ments of truth in it.”  Established in 1991, the Professionalism & Ci-
vility Award is now presented every third year at the annual Bar
dinner, on a rotating schedule with the Patriot and Liberty Bell
Awards.  

The annual Bar dinner also included the return of 18 former Bar pres-
idents for the second year in a row.   A personal note of thanks to all
of our former Presidents for continuing to support the Bar.  I am glad
you still belong!  Events like this one and the upcoming Bench-Bar
conference also make it easy to catch up with members, like talking
with Abby Elias on the eve of her last day in the Ann Arbor City At-
torney’s Office after 23 years.  Congratulations, Abby, thank you, and
enjoy your retirement!  Congratulations also to Joy Gaines on her
promotion to First Assistant Public Defender, Juvenile Division!  Joy
is modest; thankfully, Chief Public Defender Delphia Simpson was
there to share the news.

Thank you also to this year’s Board members, committee and section
chairs, and to Executive Director Kyeena Slater and Kelley Lindquist.
The Board is a vibrant mix of personalities guiding the Bar and Ky-
eena and Kelley make the daily operations run like a well-oiled ma-

chine.  On July 1st, Mark Jane will step up as President.  I look for-
ward to Mark’s leadership with his passion for the Bar, his knack for
the fine print, and his winning trivia knowledge.      

After our Bench-Bar conference on May 3rd, keep an eye open for
the “WCBA Night Out at the Driving Range” in May and a book dis-
cussion event on Tough Cases.  Also, I’d love to have you join me
again in a fun 5K run/walk, this time the “Oberun”.  It’s an evening
summer solstice event at Wiard’s Orchard on Friday, June 21st.
www.runoberun5K.com  After that, there are only four months until
the Bar makes another strong showing in the Purple Run 5K for Safe-
House!

Last, to further foster that feeling of belonging, I hope you enjoy get-
ting to know more of our members through the Before They Were
Lawyers quiz below.

Cheers from the Bar,
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth C. Jolliffe

Elizabeth@yourbenchmarkcoach.com

1.   Judge Archie Brown, 22nd Circuit Court
2.   Karen Field, Washtenaw County Prosecutor’s Office
3.   Nick Gable, Legal Services of South Central Michigan 
4.   Joy Glovick, Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
5.   Joelle Gurnoe-Adams, Chalgian & Tripp Law Offices, PLLC 
6.   Elizabeth Jolliffe, Your Benchmark Coach
7.   Tom Kent, University of Michigan Office of the General 

Counsel   
8.   Matthew Kerry, Kerry Law PLLC 
9.   David McDaniel, Jaffe, Raitt, Heur & Weiss, P.C.
10. Miriam Perry, Washtenaw County Office of the Public De    

fender   
11. Judge Kirk Tabbey, 14A District Court
12. John Whitman, Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

a.   Fotomat attendant
b.   Dental assistant
c.   English teacher in rural Japan
d.   Lady Foot Locker salesperson
e.  Garbage collector
f.    Backstage security, Castle Farms 

Music Theatre
g.   Auto mechanic
h.   Irrigation system installer
i.  Photographer @ “Picture Man”
j.  Auto mechanic
k.   Tile Setter
l.    Auto body & repair technician

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Match the attorney with a past job
Answers on page 6

President’s Message

May/June 20198

Greetings fellow members of the 
Washtenaw County Bar Association!

It is such an honor to be writing to you as 
the President of this amazing organization.  
I intend my stewardship as President of the 

WCBA to follow the fine examples all of the past presidents have set 
for me, including those of Elizabeth Jolliffe (from whom I am taking 
the gavel this year).  I want to expressly thank her for all she has done 
– not just for all of her hard work with the WCBA, but also for all the 
advice she has given me as a mentor and as a friend.  I cannot wait to 
continue the terrific programs she spearheaded this past year –not to 
mention team-up again as two-time defending champions at the 2020 
Annual Trivia Night!

This organization means different things to our different members, 
which is a natural result of all that we do.  To some, it is a great 
outlet for substantive programming.  To others, it provides volunteer 
opportunities to give back to this Washtenaw County community that 
we love.  To others, it provides a terrific opportunity to collaborate 
and communicate with our tremendous bench.  To me, it’s all those 
things, and a little more.

I went to law school in Chicago and decided to come back to 
Michigan to start my career as an attorney in another county.   In 
hindsight, I wish I would have joined a bar association when I first 
started practicing.  Instead, the only interactions I had with other 
attorneys was when I would talk to my colleagues or go to court (yes, 
I litigated some when I first started practice, believe it or not).  But I 
felt like something was missing from my career, because I really did 
not know anyone (outside of the occasional, brief courthouse or office 
discussion).

When I had the opportunity later in my career to move to Ann Arbor 
to work at Butzel Long, my brother Matthew Jane told me the best 
thing I could do was join the WCBA, because it offers a wonderful 
opportunity for networking and establishing a practice in the region.  
He was absolutely right, and not simply because this organization is 
everything he told me it would be.  No, he was right because, of most 
importance to me, it is a wonderful place for all of us Washtenaw 
County attorneys to get to know each other.  I think it makes the 
practice of law a little bit easier knowing that we all have each other 
to talk to, to gain additional knowledge from and perspective on each 
other, and commiserate about the things we all go through.

In fact, and I don’t want to suggest that there should be any sort 
of expectation of this from WCBA involvement, but I met my wife 
Heather Garvock at the 2009 Wine Tasting.  We talked a lot that night 
about being newer attorneys, and just haven’t really stopped talking 
about it ever since (minus the “newer” part).

I think everyone has their own unique reason for joining the WCBA 
– I sure did.  It is my goal this coming bar year to remind everyone 
that we are here to fulfill that reason you joined the bar.  Whether 
that is inviting a client to the annual golf outing as a means to develop 
a professional business relationship, tapping into your competitive 
spirit at trivia night, or attending a seminar in order to discuss a hot 
legal topic of the day, everyone has a reason they joined the WCBA.  I 
am here to listen to your concerns, questions, and requests in order to 
make your experience with the WCBA the best it can be.  Not only do 
I hope that you end the year with that renewed perspective, but that 
you also discover there is so much more that we offer.  Together, we 
can all make the bar experience as unique as Washtenaw County.

Mark
Mark W. Jane

jane@butzel.com

2 May/June 2019
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SPECIALIZING IN SELLING REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATED 
WITH ESTATE SALES, PROBATE, AND DIVORCE.  CALL 
FOR A CONFIDENTIAL ASSESSMENT. 

An exclusive affiliate of Coldwell Banker Previews International

ALEX MILSHTEYN, CRS, GRI, ABR 

(734) 417-3560 | alex@alexmi.com | www.alexmi.com | Associate Broker  
Coldwell Banker Weir Manuel, 2723 S. State St., Suite 130, 
Ann Arbor, MI 48108

Don’t let a real estate 
asset delay a
settlement.
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Above: Jim Fink and Nick Roumel present David
Shand with the WCBA and Legal Services of
South Central Michigan Pro Bono/Public Service
Award. Below: ??

The Judiciary Committee of the Washtenaw County Bar 
Association wishes to express its deep gratitude for the support

of the following conference sponsors:

THANK YOU!

2018-2019 Judiciary Committee Co-Chairs:  
W. Daniel Troyka & Mag. Tamara A. Garwood

Blanchard & Walker, PLLC

Bredell and Bredell

Christensen Law

Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.

Dickinson Wright PLLC

Dykema

Fink & Fink, PLLC

Foley, Baron, Metzger & Juip, PLLC

Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Garris, Garris, Garris & Garris, P.C.

Geherin Law Group, PLLC

Hooper Hathaway, P.C.

Jaffe Raitt Heuer & Weiss, P.C.

Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC

Law Office of Jinan M. Hamood

Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Mackmiller Manchester, PLLC

Nationwide Interlock

Nichols, Sacks, Slank, Sendelbach,
Buiteweg & Solomon, P.C.

Pear Sperling Eggan & Daniels, P.C.

Smith Haughey Rice & Roegge

The Vincent Law Firm, P.C.

Washtenaw County Legal News

Widgeon Dispute Resolution, PLC

Photos courtesy of the Washtenaw County Legal News – Frank Weir, Photographer  •Please see www.washbar.org for additional photos.

30th Annual Bench-Bar Conference

Above: John Reiser,
Karen Field, Angela
Poviliatis and Amy
Reiser. Right:  Robert
Dawid and Anna
Frushour

The Judiciary Committee of the Washtenaw County Bar 
Association wishes to express its deep gratitude for the support

of the following conference sponsors:

THANK YOU!

2018-2019 Judiciary Committee Co-Chairs:  
W. Daniel Troyka & Mag. Tamara A. Garwood

Blanchard & Walker, PLLC

Bredell and Bredell

Christensen Law

Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.

Dickinson Wright PLLC

Dykema

Fink & Fink, PLLC

Foley, Baron, Metzger & Juip, PLLC

Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

Garris, Garris, Garris & Garris, P.C.

Geherin Law Group, PLLC

Hooper Hathaway, P.C.

Jaffe Raitt Heuer & Weiss, P.C.

Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC

Law Office of Jinan M. Hamood

Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Mackmiller Manchester, PLLC

Nationwide Interlock

Nichols, Sacks, Slank, Sendelbach,
Buiteweg & Solomon, P.C.

Pear Sperling Eggan & Daniels, P.C.

Smith Haughey Rice & Roegge

The Vincent Law Firm, P.C.

Washtenaw County Legal News

Widgeon Dispute Resolution, PLC

�e annual conference was held on May 3rd at Travis Pointe Country Club.

Thank you to our attorneys who volunteered  
their time for Law Day 2019!  

We helped 39 members of the public. 
You make a difference!

Samuel Bernstein
Kristin Davis
Gregory Dodd

Richard Genesco
Jennifer Lawrence
Amanda Murray

Francie Novar
Samuel Nuxoll
Steven Roach

Well, it’s here: my final message.  The last 
chance I have to address the membership of 
the Washtenaw County Bar Association as 
your President.  I cannot begin to express how 
much of an honor it has been to lead such an 

esteemed and valued organization.  I am truly humbled.  

I recall fondly my first few days of practice in Ann Arbor back in 2007 after 
spending my first year post-bar admission in Oakland County.  I was so 
excited to have the opportunity to advance my career in my beloved college 
town and had wanted to establish firm roots in this legal community from 
the very beginning.  I attended as many events of the WCBA as I could that 
first year and was honored to be elected as co-chair of the New Lawyers 
Section, with Bonnie Shaw, to further my service.  Ever since, it has been 
a pleasure serving on the Board of Directors in a multitude of capacities, 
culminating in the presidency this past year.  I have had numerous 
opportunities to serve the bar and the public through the WCBA, and I have 
honed my leadership skills accordingly (which has translated terrifically to 
my own practice). 

This year has been a journey, to state the obvious.  I can honestly say it 
was not anticipated at all by the Board of Directors that severe action to 
temporarily throttle down services was on the horizon when we had our 
planning retreat last June.  Alas, circumstances certainly evolved!  I think 
we will make it through stronger as an organization and as professionals 
when this crisis is all said and done.

I can assure you the cascade of decisions by the Board of Directors to 
first cancel section and committee meetings, then to merge the events of 
the Annual Award Dinner and Election with the Bench-Bar Conference, 
conduct the business of the annual meeting via a mobile communication 
format, and finally postpone the Bench-Bar Conference to a later date 
in 2020 were not made lightly.  But in these extraordinary times, special 
decisions must follow.  The Board of Directors carefully deliberated and 
ultimately made the conclusions unanimously in the interest of safety and 
good public health.  We are confident the decisions were right, and we look 
forward to an enlightening Annual Award/Bench-Bar Conference in the 
late summer.

I would like to thank the WCBA Board of Directors for the past year of 
outstanding service to the bar and to the public: Paul Fessler, Joy Gaines, 
Sam Bernstein, Jen Lawrence, Elizabeth Jolliffe, Kate Sharkey, Mag. Tammy 
Garwood, Kristin Davis, Noah Hurwitz, Stephanie Garris, Fawn Armstrong, 
Alex Hermanowski, Scott Munzel, Shalini Nangia, Jinan Hamood, Kym 
London, and Sarah Meinhart.  Everyone involved worked tirelessly this 
year to provide the best experience possible under the circumstances for 
the membership, and I couldn’t be prouder to have served alongside them.  
The entire Board of Directors answered the call during a difficult time, and 
their candor and counsel made my presidency much easier, especially when 
faced with the challenging decisions the COVID-19 outbreak has caused.  

These past few weeks have been an education for me on crisis management 
qualities.  It has been inspiring to see so many in our local legal community 
use the tools they have sharpened from many years of professional service 
be the first in line to offer assistance and advice throughout this challenging 
time.  

In closing, thank you all so much for all that you do for the WCBA.  It 
has been the honor of a lifetime to serve as your WCBA President. Paul 
Fessler will assume the duties of WCBA President on July 1, 2020.  I look 
forward to the ideas and vision he will bring to the position.  Finally, a 
special thanks to Kyeena Slater (our terrific Executive Director) and Kelley 
Lindquist for being tremendous assets to the WCBA.  We would not be half 
the organization we are without them.

I will definitely see you around Washtenaw County!

Mark
Mark W. Jane

jane@butzel.com

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a
few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address,  
and photo) to make the most of this feature.

mailto:jane@butzel.com
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.edu or (734)
763-9920.
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.edu or (734)
763-9920.
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 
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ESTATE PLANNING CHALLENGES  
DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Mara E. Kent

Looking back to the beginning of the year, few 
people could have imagined the COVID-19 
pandemic would change our world so quickly and 
so dramatically.  As the health crisis has spread, so 
too have the legal issues facing the general public 
and our court systems.  As estate planners, we 
have not been immune from the challenges.  The 
pandemic hit while we were still trying to sort out 
the legal ramifications of the new federal SECURE 
Act, which took effect January 2020 and ushered in 
sweeping changes regarding how retirement assets 
are inherited.  Now we are faced with the challenges of planning estates 
for clients who are quarantined, or self-isolating.  Not only are they not 
available for in-person attestation, their witnesses are similarly unavailable 
for in-person witnessing.  Our current laws regarding how estate planning 
documents can be notarized and witnessed have been substantial barriers 
to providing this important legal service, until Governor Whitmer’s recent 
executive order regarding remote notarization and witnessing.

On April 8, 2020, Governor Whitmer signed Executive Order 2020-41, 
encouraging the use of electronic signatures and remote notarization, 
witnessing, and visitation during the COVID-19 pandemic.  This executive 
order is largely the result of the tireless work of Probate and Estate Planning 
and Elder Law and Disability Rights Sections of the Michigan State Bar, 
which helped propose language for the executive order. 

Michigan is not unique. Governors in Massachusetts, Missouri, and New 
York have proposed or signed temporary executive orders allowing video 
notarization.  See, Massachusetts proposed Bill SD.2882, An Act Relative 
to Remote Notarization During COVID-19 State of Emergency (allowing a 
licensed Massachusetts attorney to notarize legal documents using video-
conferencing); NY State Gov. Cuomo Executive Order 202.7 (allowing for 
video notarization); and Missouri Executive Order 20-08 (allowing for 
audio-video technology to complete the personal appearance requirement 
for notarization).

Michigan’s executive order helps with the challenges presented under current 
laws. Specifically, Michigan’s Estates and Protected Individuals Code, MCL 
700.1101 et seq., has certain witness and notarization requirements that vary 
depending on the document being executed and does not explicitly allow 
for video witnessing or video notarization.  For example, Durable Powers 
of Attorney must be signed “in the presence of ” two witnesses (neither 
of whom is appointed as the attorney-in-fact) or acknowledged before a 
notary public.  MCL 700.5501.  Ideally, a testator would have two of their 
own qualified witnesses sign the document in the testator’s presence, but 
with the social distancing and lack of ability to visit clients at hospitals, 
nursing homes, or even in their homes, it is challenging, if not impossible, 
to meet the requirements.   Additionally, there is a significant concern 
about elderly or hospitalized patients having the capability to print the 
documents themselves or access a computer or email account.  Furthermore, 
the Designation of Patient Advocate requires that it be executed “in the 
presence of ” two witnesses, who may not be a patient’s spouse, parent, 
child, grandchild, sibling, presumptive heir, known devisee at the time 

of the witnessing, physician, patient advocate, an employee of a life or 
health insurance provider for the patient, an employee of a health facility 
that is treating the patient, or an employee of a home for the aged. MCL 
700.5506(4).  As for trusts, Reporter’s Comment to MCL 700.8202 states 
in part that the Michigan Trust Code “also intended electronic signatures 
on trusts not be recognized absent the passage in the future of legislation 
expressly authorizing it.”

The Governor’s Executive Order 2020-41 will certainly help; however, there 
are very specific requirements that must be met, some of which are noted 
below:

Notarization
•   Two-way, real-time audiovisual technology must allow direct interaction  
 between the individual and the notary
•   The audiovisual technology must be able to make a recording, and the  
 recording must comply with the Michigan Law on Notarial Acts, MCL  
 55.286b(7) through (9).
•   MCL 55.286b(7) through (9) require, among other things, that a notary  
 maintain a journal cataloging all electronic notarizations, and that the  
 journal and any audiovisual recording be retained for at least 10 years  
 after the performance of the notarial act.
•   The individual seeking the notary’s services must provide proper   
 identification and answer certain questions as part of the service.
•   The signatures must be affixed in a way that renders any subsequent   
 change or modification of the remote online notarial act to be tamper- 
 evident.

Witnessing
•   In-person witnessing may be satisfied by two-way, real-time audiovisual  
 technology, which also must be recorded.
•   The recording of video-witnessing must be preserved for at least three  
 years, unless the law requires otherwise.
•   The signatory must make certain representations regarding where they  
 are located, and they must affirmatively state what document they are  
 executing.
•   The document must be shown to the witnesses and every page must   
 be numbered to reflect both the page number of the document and the  
 number of total pages of the document (for example, page 2 of 14)
•   The video must be sufficiently close to capture the document up close for  
 the witness to observe what is being signed.
•   The signatory or designee must transmit the document by fax, mail, or  
 electronic means within 24 hours to the witnesses, and the witnesses   
 must return it within 24 hours to the signatory.

Although the executive order still does not address technology issues that 
our elderly and hospitalized clients may have, it is definitely a step in the 
right direction.  

To help address the public need, the State Bar of Michigan is rolling out two 
new programs (as of April 8, 2020) that provide opportunities for attorneys 
to offer pro bono or low cost estate planning to first responders via the “First 

Continued on page 7
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.eduor (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski
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4.  g
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart
John W. Whitman

Many years ago, I worked with a friend at another 
law firm. He was leaving and I asked him why.  He 
said that I should take a good look at the senior 
partners of the firm. “Do any of them look happy?” 
The obvious answer was “no.”

While it wasn’t direct advice, it was advice 
nonetheless and it turned out to be sage. It was clear 
that the senior partners had become “products 
of their environment.”  Their environment (my 
environment) was the Courthouse and civil 
litigation. It has been a wonderful environment. 
I have made life-long friends and learned (and 
continue to learn) from them as we practiced together.  But, in the words of 
Liam Neeson from “Taken:”

“I don’t know who you are. I don’t know what you want. If you are 
looking for ransom, I can tell you I don’t have money. But what 
I do have are a very particular set of skills, skills I have acquired 
over a very long career. Skills that make me a nightmare for people 
like you.”

All of us who have practiced law have “a very particular set of skills.”  And we 
can make life a nightmare for our opponents.  Litigators tend to listen closely 
for weakness in an argument. It is in our nature to listen for weakness so we 
can ready our response.  We listen, but what do we hear?  Are we just listening 
for weakness, or are we listening for information that will lead to a solution 
that works for everyone?  Are we hearing what is being communicated?  

I did not want to become a product of my environment, by losing my ability 
to hear what other people were saying to me, and ultimately left that law 
firm as well.

Another role I play is that of Grandfather. I went for a walk my toddling 
grandson on a beautiful fall day.  He stopped to inspect virtually every 
colored leaf lying on the warm sun-lit grass.  My eyes have seen fifty years of 
leaves. For my grandson, though, he was seeing them for the first time and it 
was a day of wonderment and surprise for him.  I don’t want to miss seeing 
what he sees because I’m too trained to see flaws and faults.  I don’t want to 
not hear what he is saying because I’m too focused on the weaknesses in his 
logic.  

Lately, my practice has embraced Facilitated Mediation. I am getting better 
at it. I have learned to listen to hear, and to look to see. People will show you 
and tell you who they are and what they hope and fear, if you let them.

I don’t want to put myself out of business, but if more of us spoke with each 
other (as opposed to at each other) and listened to each other (as opposed to 
selectively listening for weaknesses in the other’s position), we may need a 
bit less facilitated mediation. 

 

John W. Whitman, Managing Partner of Garan Lucow Miller P.C.’s Ann Arbor 
office, has practiced insurance defense for over thirty years. He serves as a 
neutral mediator for private facilitation in cases throughout Michigan and the 
Midwest.  He can be reached at jwhitman@garanlucow.com.
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THANK YOU 
to those that continue to support the WCBA by 
contributing to the WCBA Donations Fund for 

community service, law library, and technology 
improvements!

Elizabeth S. Arnkoff
Susan V. Brown – Chelsea Family Law

Adam H. Eichner – Eichner Realty, LLC
Suzanne R. Fanning – Suzanne R. Fanning, PLLC

Paul C. Fessler – Fessler Law, P.C.
Peter C. Flintoft – Keusch, Flintoft & Fink, PLLC
Alexander W. Heritier – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.
Robert B. June – Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Teresa A. Killeen
Véronique M. Liem – Liem Law & Mediation Office

Victor L. Lillich – Victor L. Lillich, JD & Associates, PLLC
Thomas C. Manchester – Law Office of Thomas C. 

Manchester
Sarah M. Meinhart – Sarah M. Meinhart, PLLC

Mary M. O’Leary-Larsen – Law Office of Mary O’Leary
John B. Owdziej – Law Office of John B. Owdziej

Lana A. Panagoulia – Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC
Andrew A. Paterson, Jr. – Paterson Law Office

Margaret Dearden Petersen – Petersen Law PLLC
Eli N. Savit 

Jonathan D. Shapiro
Julie C. Sisson – Sisson Legal, PLC

John W. Stanowski – Stanowski and Associates
Nastassja A. Thomas – Hamilton, Graziano & London, 

PLC
John W. Whitman – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

sufficient for general jurisdiction.  A Plus Painting v. Summit Developers, Inc., 
et al., No. 16-151640-CB (Oakland Co. Cir., Oct. 5, 2016). Although A Plus 
Painting did not provide a detailed basis for its conclusion, it expressly found 
that Daimler posed no constitutional barrier to exercising general jurisdiction 
based on business registration alone. Id. at *3-4.   

 Take-away for Michigan Practitioners

Michigan practitioners should be aware of the new constitutional limits on the 
exercise of both general and specific jurisdiction, which are not fully reflected 
in Michigan case law. For general jurisdiction, practitioners should be mindful 
that general jurisdiction over a non-consenting corporate defendant will very 
likely be unconstitutional outside of the defendant’s place of incorporation 
and principal place of business. And for specific jurisdiction, a marginal nexus 
between a defendant’s contacts with a forum and the claims at issue may no 
longer support jurisdiction where it once did.  

But it remains an open question whether registering to do business in Michigan 
and appointing an agent for service of process supports an inference of consent 
to general jurisdiction, and if so, whether that consent would be valid under 
Daimler. Without a binding Michigan decision or a U.S. Supreme Court 
decision rejecting consent-by-registration, it is an argument worth trying. But 
given the trend emerging from other jurisdictions, the opportunity to argue it in 
Michigan might be short-lived. 

Paul Stewart is a litigation associate in Dykema’s Ann Arbor office. He represents 
clients on a range of commercial, regulatory, antitrust, environmental, and 
appellate matters. Mr. Stewart is the Co-Chair of the Trial Practice Section of the 
WCBA and can be reached at pstewart@dykema.com.
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The Washtenaw County Bar Association –
It’s Where You Belong!  We rolled out this
tagline last July at the start of our fiscal
year to help us welcome and support more
lawyers in our Bar.  Thanks to relation-
ships, activities, and our website, we ex-

panded our membership ranks with 67 new members this year.
Having exceeded last year’s tally of 43 new members, and knowing
new members are waiting to join in July, I am eager to start attracting
even more lawyers this coming year.  In the meantime, we are rolling
through a busy spring!  

First, congratulations to Judge Richard E. Conlin on receiving the
WCBA’s Professionalism & Civility in the Practice of Law Award at
our Annual Award Meeting & Election in April.  Judge Conlin has
served on the 14A District Court bench since his appointment in 1995.
Doug Mullkoff nominated Judge Conlin for the award with this heart-
felt statement, a feeling clearly shared by the 100+ people who at-
tended to honor the judge.    

“Dick Conlin has been a joy to practice in front of.  He was highly
respected as a civil attorney before generously giving back to the
community by agreeing to become a judge.  His temperament is ideal
for the bench.  Always pleasant, calm, and kind. He makes people
know they matter. Wise but soft spoken and humble. Quick to smile
and put others at ease. Courteous, helpful, friendly. Dick sets the stan-
dard for excellence.”

Doug Mullkoff and Mike Gatti presented the award to Judge Conlin,
and Judge Connors shared a big fish tale involving the honoree.  Ever
the gentleman, Judge Conlin admitted only that the story had “ele-
ments of truth in it.”  Established in 1991, the Professionalism & Ci-
vility Award is now presented every third year at the annual Bar
dinner, on a rotating schedule with the Patriot and Liberty Bell
Awards.  

The annual Bar dinner also included the return of 18 former Bar pres-
idents for the second year in a row.   A personal note of thanks to all
of our former Presidents for continuing to support the Bar.  I am glad
you still belong!  Events like this one and the upcoming Bench-Bar
conference also make it easy to catch up with members, like talking
with Abby Elias on the eve of her last day in the Ann Arbor City At-
torney’s Office after 23 years.  Congratulations, Abby, thank you, and
enjoy your retirement!  Congratulations also to Joy Gaines on her
promotion to First Assistant Public Defender, Juvenile Division!  Joy
is modest; thankfully, Chief Public Defender Delphia Simpson was
there to share the news.

Thank you also to this year’s Board members, committee and section
chairs, and to Executive Director Kyeena Slater and Kelley Lindquist.
The Board is a vibrant mix of personalities guiding the Bar and Ky-
eena and Kelley make the daily operations run like a well-oiled ma-

chine.  On July 1st, Mark Jane will step up as President.  I look for-
ward to Mark’s leadership with his passion for the Bar, his knack for
the fine print, and his winning trivia knowledge.      

After our Bench-Bar conference on May 3rd, keep an eye open for
the “WCBA Night Out at the Driving Range” in May and a book dis-
cussion event on Tough Cases.  Also, I’d love to have you join me
again in a fun 5K run/walk, this time the “Oberun”.  It’s an evening
summer solstice event at Wiard’s Orchard on Friday, June 21st.
www.runoberun5K.com  After that, there are only four months until
the Bar makes another strong showing in the Purple Run 5K for Safe-
House!

Last, to further foster that feeling of belonging, I hope you enjoy get-
ting to know more of our members through the Before They Were
Lawyers quiz below.

Cheers from the Bar,
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth C. Jolliffe

Elizabeth@yourbenchmarkcoach.com

1.   Judge Archie Brown, 22nd Circuit Court
2.   Karen Field, Washtenaw County Prosecutor’s Office
3.   Nick Gable, Legal Services of South Central Michigan 
4.   Joy Glovick, Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
5.   Joelle Gurnoe-Adams, Chalgian & Tripp Law Offices, PLLC 
6.   Elizabeth Jolliffe, Your Benchmark Coach
7.   Tom Kent, University of Michigan Office of the General 

Counsel   
8.   Matthew Kerry, Kerry Law PLLC 
9.   David McDaniel, Jaffe, Raitt, Heur & Weiss, P.C.
10. Miriam Perry, Washtenaw County Office of the Public De    

fender   
11. Judge Kirk Tabbey, 14A District Court
12. John Whitman, Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

a.   Fotomat attendant
b.   Dental assistant
c.   English teacher in rural Japan
d.   Lady Foot Locker salesperson
e.  Garbage collector
f.    Backstage security, Castle Farms 

Music Theatre
g.   Auto mechanic
h.   Irrigation system installer
i.  Photographer @ “Picture Man”
j.  Auto mechanic
k.   Tile Setter
l.    Auto body & repair technician

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Match the attorney with a past job
Answers on page 6

President’s Message
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I have lived in Ypsilanti since 1947 and am married to Mary (Fitzharris) Manchester whom I met while we were
students at Eastern Michigan University. We have four children and nine grandchildren. I received my law degree
from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating in 1968, passing the Michigan Bar exam and beginning
practice in Ypsilanti that same year. I can be reached at tom@mackmanlaw.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where
did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
I had no idea what I wanted to do to make a living when I got
out of college. I was selling real estate while in college and
thought that would be a good possibility. I took the LSAT as a
lark and did well. I applied to Harvard, Duke and Michigan.
Michigan accepted me, so I went there for my legal education.
I come from a family of lawyers on my father’s side so it must
be in the blood.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
I caddied for three years, was a truck driver for a produce com-
pany one summer, worked melting scrap metal and pouring
molten steel into ingots one summer, worked in a GM factory
one summer, and sold real estate. 

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I don’t “like” any particular area more than others. I started out
as a general practitioner and followed the demand. Right now,
I mostly do small estate planning, probate and real estate, and
am trying to work less than full time.

Tell us a little about your family.
My wife, Mary, is retired from teaching elementary, reading
and special education.  I have two sons who are lawyers, but
don’t practice; my third son is an investment advisor with Ed-
ward Jones; and my daughter teaches middle school language
arts. We have nine grandchildren, the oldest being a pre-med
student in the Lymon-Briggs honors college at Michigan State.
We spend a great deal of time involved in family matters, and
those times are our best.

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney
today?  
Time. I would like to work only three days a week, but the
phone keeps ringing. 

What would your second career choice have been if you had
not become a lawyer?
Likely real estate, although I had been accepted at Michigan
for accounting and had some ability in that area.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Always do the right thing. It sounds trite but will stand you in
good stead in the long run. Make time for yourself and your
family. All the money in the world won’t make up for how you
treat those around you.

What is your favorite movie or book?
My favorite book is QB VII by Leon Uris; my favorite old
movie is Casablanca (for its romance); and my favorite new
movie is The Green Book, for its lessons.

Describe a perfect day off.
A day with my wife on a Top 100 golf course.

What are some of your favorite places that you have vis-
ited?
Alaska (unbelievable); London (historical); Paris (romantic);
and Ireland (Mary’s roots).

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Sidetrack in Depot Town; Common Grill in Chelsea; and
Gratzi’s in Ann Arbor

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to
spend it?
Family, golf and travel.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Lots of golf, a fair amount of travel, grandchildren’s events and
family gatherings.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What
is the greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
WCBA represents an outstanding group of lawyers and pro-
vides professional and social focus for many of those lawyers.
My greatest benefit has been the resources made available by
the WCBA.

&Answered
Asked

Thomas C. Manchester

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a

few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address, and

photo) to make the most of this feature.
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In the world of Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR), third-party mediators are re-
quired and admonished to be neutral and
impartial, but few articles specifically discuss
how to define (and practice) neutrality and
impartiality, and very few articles give prac-
tical working examples.

The purpose of this article is to address and
elucidate the characteristics of neutrality and
impartiality.

MCR 2.411(2) provides: “Mediation is a
process in which a neutral third party facili-
tates communication between parties, assists in identifying issues, and
helps explore solutions to promote a mutually acceptable settlement. A
mediator has no authoritative decision-making power.”  The rule requires
neutrality of the mediator but does not define the characteristics of neu-
trality.

The Oxford Dictionary
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/neutrality) defines neutral-
ity as “the state of not supporting or helping either side in a conflict,
disagreement, etc.; impartiality.”

Standard II of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediation (SCAO
2013) defines impartiality as “freedom from favoritism, bias, or preju-
dice.”

In the world of linguistics, definitions of word meanings are called lexical
semantics.  Conceptual words like “neutrality” and “impartiality,” as op-
posed to a word that describes an object (like “shovel”), are defined by
example. 

The following are examples of non-neutral statements:

1. Mediator: “My partner/expert says that your expert opinion 
is questionable/faulty/all wet.”

2. Mediator: “This is a great deal…you must accept it.”
3. Mediator: “Your position is untenable. You will lose it at 

trial/summary judgment.”
4. Mediator: “Here is what I think of the merits of your   

case….”
5. Mediator: “My opinion is that….”
6. Mediator: “I believe that….”

How then does a mediator invite discussion of issues in the language of
diplomacy, neutrality, and impartiality?

Here are a few examples:

1. Mediator: “The other side takes the position that…”

2. Mediator: “The other side says that your expert opinion is 
flawed because…”

3. Mediator: “If you lose on that issue, this looks like what some
of the results may be…”

4. Mediator: “Both sides appear to be confident that they will 
win and achieve the results they want; but the fact of the 
matter is that only one side will win and the other side will 
lose. The odds of winning or losing are therefore 50/50.”

The bottom line is that neutrals do not express their opinions and beliefs
on the merits or wisdom of a particular outcome. They invite the parties
to formulate their own opinions and conclusions leading to case resolu-
tion.

It is not infrequent that a mediator is invited into a caucus trap where one
party asks the mediator to weigh in on the merits or terms of case reso-
lution. This places the neutral in a position of being an evaluator, which
is ethically dangerous because now the mediator is being asked to wear
a non-mediator hat.

Fortunately, a mediator’s tool box has at least two “instruments” to assist
the parties and avoid jeopardizing neutrality and impartiality.

1. Engaging the parties (usually in caucus) in decision-tree
analysis.  A decision-tree is a road map developed by a media-
tion participant that converts the risk of a “good chance”, a
“fighting chance”, or an “arguable position” into numerical lan-
guage to arrive at probable case outcomes.  It is effective be-
cause:

a) Numbers capture and quantify case assessments.

b) Numbers help shift the focus, promoting emotional
detachment and focusing on the numerical cumula
tive impact of litigation risk.

c) Multiplying the risk assessments developed by the
participant(s) against each other obtains a probabil-
ity estimate, and then combines that result to yield 
an average discounted outcome.

2. Instead of inviting the parties to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of their respective positions (assuming that this dis-
cussion would take place in the presence of clients) ask each
party to answer the following question:
“Assume that the trier of fact just returned a verdict against you.
Tell me why the judge (or each juror) found against your posi-
tion/client.”

In short, mediators coax the parties to make their own case analysis and
draw appropriate conclusions.  This is the working definition of “neutral-
ity” and “impartiality.”

Neutrality, impartiality, and an impartial process are central to the legit-
imacy of decisions reached and the individual’s acceptance of those de-
cisions.

It has long been recognized that the choice of a word influences human
behavior. In fact, the Bible says, “Reckless words pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Bible, Proverbs 12:18 NIV)  

Let us choose our words wisely.  The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Media-
tor, Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s ADR Section
and previously a Florida Supreme Court Civil Circuit and Appellate Me-
diator. He is a recipient of the 2016 National Law Journal ADR Cham-
pion Trailblazer Award. He is an active member of the SBM ADR Section
and a member of its Skills Action Team. He offers civil mediation services
and can be reached at 734-845-4109 and 
edsikorski3@gmail.com and www.edsikorski.com. 

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr.
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Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA 

Certified Residential Appraiser 
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Residential appraisals and 
reviews 

 

734.761.3065 
rachmass@comcast.net 

https://annarborappraisals.com 
 

We Need Your Help!
Please donate 2 hours of your time.

The Washtenaw County Bar Association's
New Lawyers Section

is sponsoring
Law Day, USA 

Wednesday, May 1, 2019   10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Ann Arbor District Library, 343 S. Fifth Ave., Ann Arbor
Ypsilanti District Library, 229 W. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti

During Law Day, USA, members of the public come in for a free 20-30 minute consultation.  Most needed areas of law are family,
landlord/tenant, real estate, estate planning, probate, and general civil.  We also usually have a few inquiries in employment and

consumer protection areas of law.

Contact Kelley Lindquist at 734-994-4912 or lindquistk@washtenaw.org to volunteer and to tell us the areas of law in which you will
give consultations and which location works best for you.

Thank you in advance!  We couldn't do this without you.
A minimum liability policy is required for participation.

If you are running late the day of the event, please call the WCBA office at 734-994-4912.

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

LET THOSE WHO HAVE EARS HEAR, 
AND LET THOSE WHO HAVE EYES SEE
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THANK YOU 
to those that continue to support the WCBA by 
contributing to the WCBA Donations Fund for 

community service, law library, and technology 
improvements!

Elizabeth S. Arnkoff
Susan V. Brown – Chelsea Family Law

Adam H. Eichner – Eichner Realty, LLC
Suzanne R. Fanning – Suzanne R. Fanning, PLLC

Paul C. Fessler – Fessler Law, P.C.
Peter C. Flintoft – Keusch, Flintoft & Fink, PLLC
Alexander W. Heritier – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.
Robert B. June – Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Teresa A. Killeen
Véronique M. Liem – Liem Law & Mediation Office

Victor L. Lillich – Victor L. Lillich, JD & Associates, PLLC
Thomas C. Manchester – Law Office of Thomas C. 

Manchester
Sarah M. Meinhart – Sarah M. Meinhart, PLLC

Mary M. O’Leary-Larsen – Law Office of Mary O’Leary
John B. Owdziej – Law Office of John B. Owdziej

Lana A. Panagoulia – Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC
Andrew A. Paterson, Jr. – Paterson Law Office

Margaret Dearden Petersen – Petersen Law PLLC
Eli N. Savit 

Jonathan D. Shapiro
Julie C. Sisson – Sisson Legal, PLC

John W. Stanowski – Stanowski and Associates
Nastassja A. Thomas – Hamilton, Graziano & London, 

PLC
John W. Whitman – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

sufficient for general jurisdiction.  A Plus Painting v. Summit Developers, Inc., 
et al., No. 16-151640-CB (Oakland Co. Cir., Oct. 5, 2016). Although A Plus 
Painting did not provide a detailed basis for its conclusion, it expressly found 
that Daimler posed no constitutional barrier to exercising general jurisdiction 
based on business registration alone. Id. at *3-4.   

 Take-away for Michigan Practitioners

Michigan practitioners should be aware of the new constitutional limits on the 
exercise of both general and specific jurisdiction, which are not fully reflected 
in Michigan case law. For general jurisdiction, practitioners should be mindful 
that general jurisdiction over a non-consenting corporate defendant will very 
likely be unconstitutional outside of the defendant’s place of incorporation 
and principal place of business. And for specific jurisdiction, a marginal nexus 
between a defendant’s contacts with a forum and the claims at issue may no 
longer support jurisdiction where it once did.  

But it remains an open question whether registering to do business in Michigan 
and appointing an agent for service of process supports an inference of consent 
to general jurisdiction, and if so, whether that consent would be valid under 
Daimler. Without a binding Michigan decision or a U.S. Supreme Court 
decision rejecting consent-by-registration, it is an argument worth trying. But 
given the trend emerging from other jurisdictions, the opportunity to argue it in 
Michigan might be short-lived. 

Paul Stewart is a litigation associate in Dykema’s Ann Arbor office. He represents 
clients on a range of commercial, regulatory, antitrust, environmental, and 
appellate matters. Mr. Stewart is the Co-Chair of the Trial Practice Section of the 
WCBA and can be reached at pstewart@dykema.com.
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The Washtenaw County Bar Association –
It’s Where You Belong!  We rolled out this
tagline last July at the start of our fiscal
year to help us welcome and support more
lawyers in our Bar.  Thanks to relation-
ships, activities, and our website, we ex-

panded our membership ranks with 67 new members this year.
Having exceeded last year’s tally of 43 new members, and knowing
new members are waiting to join in July, I am eager to start attracting
even more lawyers this coming year.  In the meantime, we are rolling
through a busy spring!  

First, congratulations to Judge Richard E. Conlin on receiving the
WCBA’s Professionalism & Civility in the Practice of Law Award at
our Annual Award Meeting & Election in April.  Judge Conlin has
served on the 14A District Court bench since his appointment in 1995.
Doug Mullkoff nominated Judge Conlin for the award with this heart-
felt statement, a feeling clearly shared by the 100+ people who at-
tended to honor the judge.    

“Dick Conlin has been a joy to practice in front of.  He was highly
respected as a civil attorney before generously giving back to the
community by agreeing to become a judge.  His temperament is ideal
for the bench.  Always pleasant, calm, and kind. He makes people
know they matter. Wise but soft spoken and humble. Quick to smile
and put others at ease. Courteous, helpful, friendly. Dick sets the stan-
dard for excellence.”

Doug Mullkoff and Mike Gatti presented the award to Judge Conlin,
and Judge Connors shared a big fish tale involving the honoree.  Ever
the gentleman, Judge Conlin admitted only that the story had “ele-
ments of truth in it.”  Established in 1991, the Professionalism & Ci-
vility Award is now presented every third year at the annual Bar
dinner, on a rotating schedule with the Patriot and Liberty Bell
Awards.  

The annual Bar dinner also included the return of 18 former Bar pres-
idents for the second year in a row.   A personal note of thanks to all
of our former Presidents for continuing to support the Bar.  I am glad
you still belong!  Events like this one and the upcoming Bench-Bar
conference also make it easy to catch up with members, like talking
with Abby Elias on the eve of her last day in the Ann Arbor City At-
torney’s Office after 23 years.  Congratulations, Abby, thank you, and
enjoy your retirement!  Congratulations also to Joy Gaines on her
promotion to First Assistant Public Defender, Juvenile Division!  Joy
is modest; thankfully, Chief Public Defender Delphia Simpson was
there to share the news.

Thank you also to this year’s Board members, committee and section
chairs, and to Executive Director Kyeena Slater and Kelley Lindquist.
The Board is a vibrant mix of personalities guiding the Bar and Ky-
eena and Kelley make the daily operations run like a well-oiled ma-

chine.  On July 1st, Mark Jane will step up as President.  I look for-
ward to Mark’s leadership with his passion for the Bar, his knack for
the fine print, and his winning trivia knowledge.      

After our Bench-Bar conference on May 3rd, keep an eye open for
the “WCBA Night Out at the Driving Range” in May and a book dis-
cussion event on Tough Cases.  Also, I’d love to have you join me
again in a fun 5K run/walk, this time the “Oberun”.  It’s an evening
summer solstice event at Wiard’s Orchard on Friday, June 21st.
www.runoberun5K.com  After that, there are only four months until
the Bar makes another strong showing in the Purple Run 5K for Safe-
House!

Last, to further foster that feeling of belonging, I hope you enjoy get-
ting to know more of our members through the Before They Were
Lawyers quiz below.

Cheers from the Bar,
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth C. Jolliffe

Elizabeth@yourbenchmarkcoach.com

1.   Judge Archie Brown, 22nd Circuit Court
2.   Karen Field, Washtenaw County Prosecutor’s Office
3.   Nick Gable, Legal Services of South Central Michigan 
4.   Joy Glovick, Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
5.   Joelle Gurnoe-Adams, Chalgian & Tripp Law Offices, PLLC 
6.   Elizabeth Jolliffe, Your Benchmark Coach
7.   Tom Kent, University of Michigan Office of the General 

Counsel   
8.   Matthew Kerry, Kerry Law PLLC 
9.   David McDaniel, Jaffe, Raitt, Heur & Weiss, P.C.
10. Miriam Perry, Washtenaw County Office of the Public De    

fender   
11. Judge Kirk Tabbey, 14A District Court
12. John Whitman, Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

a.   Fotomat attendant
b.   Dental assistant
c.   English teacher in rural Japan
d.   Lady Foot Locker salesperson
e.  Garbage collector
f.    Backstage security, Castle Farms 

Music Theatre
g.   Auto mechanic
h.   Irrigation system installer
i.  Photographer @ “Picture Man”
j.  Auto mechanic
k.   Tile Setter
l.    Auto body & repair technician

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Match the attorney with a past job
Answers on page 6

President’s Message

May/June 20198

May/June20194

I have lived in Ypsilanti since 1947 and am married to Mary (Fitzharris) Manchester whom I met while we were
students at Eastern Michigan University. We have four children and nine grandchildren. I received my law degree
from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating in 1968, passing the Michigan Bar exam and beginning
practice in Ypsilanti that same year. I can be reached at tom@mackmanlaw.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where
did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
I had no idea what I wanted to do to make a living when I got
out of college. I was selling real estate while in college and
thought that would be a good possibility. I took the LSAT as a
lark and did well. I applied to Harvard, Duke and Michigan.
Michigan accepted me, so I went there for my legal education.
I come from a family of lawyers on my father’s side so it must
be in the blood.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
I caddied for three years, was a truck driver for a produce com-
pany one summer, worked melting scrap metal and pouring
molten steel into ingots one summer, worked in a GM factory
one summer, and sold real estate. 

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I don’t “like” any particular area more than others. I started out
as a general practitioner and followed the demand. Right now,
I mostly do small estate planning, probate and real estate, and
am trying to work less than full time.

Tell us a little about your family.
My wife, Mary, is retired from teaching elementary, reading
and special education.  I have two sons who are lawyers, but
don’t practice; my third son is an investment advisor with Ed-
ward Jones; and my daughter teaches middle school language
arts. We have nine grandchildren, the oldest being a pre-med
student in the Lymon-Briggs honors college at Michigan State.
We spend a great deal of time involved in family matters, and
those times are our best.

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney
today?  
Time. I would like to work only three days a week, but the
phone keeps ringing. 

What would your second career choice have been if you had
not become a lawyer?
Likely real estate, although I had been accepted at Michigan
for accounting and had some ability in that area.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Always do the right thing. It sounds trite but will stand you in
good stead in the long run. Make time for yourself and your
family. All the money in the world won’t make up for how you
treat those around you.

What is your favorite movie or book?
My favorite book is QB VII by Leon Uris; my favorite old
movie is Casablanca (for its romance); and my favorite new
movie is The Green Book, for its lessons.

Describe a perfect day off.
A day with my wife on a Top 100 golf course.

What are some of your favorite places that you have vis-
ited?
Alaska (unbelievable); London (historical); Paris (romantic);
and Ireland (Mary’s roots).

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Sidetrack in Depot Town; Common Grill in Chelsea; and
Gratzi’s in Ann Arbor

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to
spend it?
Family, golf and travel.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Lots of golf, a fair amount of travel, grandchildren’s events and
family gatherings.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What
is the greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
WCBA represents an outstanding group of lawyers and pro-
vides professional and social focus for many of those lawyers.
My greatest benefit has been the resources made available by
the WCBA.

&Answered
Asked

Thomas C. Manchester

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a

few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address, and

photo) to make the most of this feature.
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In the world of Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR), third-party mediators are re-
quired and admonished to be neutral and
impartial, but few articles specifically discuss
how to define (and practice) neutrality and
impartiality, and very few articles give prac-
tical working examples.

The purpose of this article is to address and
elucidate the characteristics of neutrality and
impartiality.

MCR 2.411(2) provides: “Mediation is a
process in which a neutral third party facili-
tates communication between parties, assists in identifying issues, and
helps explore solutions to promote a mutually acceptable settlement. A
mediator has no authoritative decision-making power.”  The rule requires
neutrality of the mediator but does not define the characteristics of neu-
trality.

The Oxford Dictionary
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/neutrality) defines neutral-
ity as “the state of not supporting or helping either side in a conflict,
disagreement, etc.; impartiality.”

Standard II of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediation (SCAO
2013) defines impartiality as “freedom from favoritism, bias, or preju-
dice.”

In the world of linguistics, definitions of word meanings are called lexical
semantics.  Conceptual words like “neutrality” and “impartiality,” as op-
posed to a word that describes an object (like “shovel”), are defined by
example. 

The following are examples of non-neutral statements:

1. Mediator: “My partner/expert says that your expert opinion 
is questionable/faulty/all wet.”

2. Mediator: “This is a great deal…you must accept it.”
3. Mediator: “Your position is untenable. You will lose it at 

trial/summary judgment.”
4. Mediator: “Here is what I think of the merits of your   

case….”
5. Mediator: “My opinion is that….”
6. Mediator: “I believe that….”

How then does a mediator invite discussion of issues in the language of
diplomacy, neutrality, and impartiality?

Here are a few examples:

1. Mediator: “The other side takes the position that…”

2. Mediator: “The other side says that your expert opinion is 
flawed because…”

3. Mediator: “If you lose on that issue, this looks like what some
of the results may be…”

4. Mediator: “Both sides appear to be confident that they will 
win and achieve the results they want; but the fact of the 
matter is that only one side will win and the other side will 
lose. The odds of winning or losing are therefore 50/50.”

The bottom line is that neutrals do not express their opinions and beliefs
on the merits or wisdom of a particular outcome. They invite the parties
to formulate their own opinions and conclusions leading to case resolu-
tion.

It is not infrequent that a mediator is invited into a caucus trap where one
party asks the mediator to weigh in on the merits or terms of case reso-
lution. This places the neutral in a position of being an evaluator, which
is ethically dangerous because now the mediator is being asked to wear
a non-mediator hat.

Fortunately, a mediator’s tool box has at least two “instruments” to assist
the parties and avoid jeopardizing neutrality and impartiality.

1. Engaging the parties (usually in caucus) in decision-tree
analysis.  A decision-tree is a road map developed by a media-
tion participant that converts the risk of a “good chance”, a
“fighting chance”, or an “arguable position” into numerical lan-
guage to arrive at probable case outcomes.  It is effective be-
cause:

a) Numbers capture and quantify case assessments.

b) Numbers help shift the focus, promoting emotional
detachment and focusing on the numerical cumula
tive impact of litigation risk.

c) Multiplying the risk assessments developed by the
participant(s) against each other obtains a probabil-
ity estimate, and then combines that result to yield 
an average discounted outcome.

2. Instead of inviting the parties to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of their respective positions (assuming that this dis-
cussion would take place in the presence of clients) ask each
party to answer the following question:
“Assume that the trier of fact just returned a verdict against you.
Tell me why the judge (or each juror) found against your posi-
tion/client.”

In short, mediators coax the parties to make their own case analysis and
draw appropriate conclusions.  This is the working definition of “neutral-
ity” and “impartiality.”

Neutrality, impartiality, and an impartial process are central to the legit-
imacy of decisions reached and the individual’s acceptance of those de-
cisions.

It has long been recognized that the choice of a word influences human
behavior. In fact, the Bible says, “Reckless words pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Bible, Proverbs 12:18 NIV)  

Let us choose our words wisely.  The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Media-
tor, Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s ADR Section
and previously a Florida Supreme Court Civil Circuit and Appellate Me-
diator. He is a recipient of the 2016 National Law Journal ADR Cham-
pion Trailblazer Award. He is an active member of the SBM ADR Section
and a member of its Skills Action Team. He offers civil mediation services
and can be reached at 734-845-4109 and 
edsikorski3@gmail.com and www.edsikorski.com. 

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr.
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We Need Your Help!
Please donate 2 hours of your time.

The Washtenaw County Bar Association's
New Lawyers Section

is sponsoring
Law Day, USA 

Wednesday, May 1, 2019   10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Ann Arbor District Library, 343 S. Fifth Ave., Ann Arbor
Ypsilanti District Library, 229 W. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti

During Law Day, USA, members of the public come in for a free 20-30 minute consultation.  Most needed areas of law are family,
landlord/tenant, real estate, estate planning, probate, and general civil.  We also usually have a few inquiries in employment and

consumer protection areas of law.

Contact Kelley Lindquist at 734-994-4912 or lindquistk@washtenaw.org to volunteer and to tell us the areas of law in which you will
give consultations and which location works best for you.

Thank you in advance!  We couldn't do this without you.
A minimum liability policy is required for participation.

If you are running late the day of the event, please call the WCBA office at 734-994-4912.

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Responders Helpline” and the “COVID-19 Rapid Response Helpline.”  If 
anyone is interested in finding out more about these programs and how you 
can help, please contact the State Bar of Michigan directly through Janna 
Sheppard at jsheppard@michbar.org. 

Mara Kent is the co-chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s Estate 
Planning, Probate and Trust Law Section; a member of the Washtenaw 
County Estate Planning Council; and a member of the Michigan State 
Bar Estate Planning and Probate Law, Elder and Disability Rights Law, 
and Taxation Law Sections.  She is an estate planning, probate, and trusts 
attorney at Nichols, Sacks, Slank, Sendelbach, Buiteweg & Solomon, PC in 
Ann Arbor. Mara is a 1993 graduate of the University of Michigan and a 
1996 graduate of the University of Detroit Mercy School of Law, summa cum 
laude.  She can be reached at marakent@nsssb.com. 

SAVE THE DATE!

Annual Probate Court  
Training Update

Wednesday, September 23, 2020
8:45 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

General Probate – Morning Session
Mental Health – Afternoon Session

Ann Arbor City Club
1830 Washtenaw Ave.

Estate Planning Challenges During the COVID-19 Pandemic continued from pg. 6

mailto:jwhitman@garanlucow.com
mailto:jsheppard@michbar.org
mailto:marakent@nsssb.com
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I have lived in Ypsilanti since 1947 and am married to Mary (Fitzharris) Manchester whom I met while we were
students at Eastern Michigan University. We have four children and nine grandchildren. I received my law degree
from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating in 1968, passing the Michigan Bar exam and beginning
practice in Ypsilanti that same year. I can be reached at tom@mackmanlaw.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where
did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
I had no idea what I wanted to do to make a living when I got
out of college. I was selling real estate while in college and
thought that would be a good possibility. I took the LSAT as a
lark and did well. I applied to Harvard, Duke and Michigan.
Michigan accepted me, so I went there for my legal education.
I come from a family of lawyers on my father’s side so it must
be in the blood.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
I caddied for three years, was a truck driver for a produce com-
pany one summer, worked melting scrap metal and pouring
molten steel into ingots one summer, worked in a GM factory
one summer, and sold real estate. 

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I don’t “like” any particular area more than others. I started out
as a general practitioner and followed the demand. Right now,
I mostly do small estate planning, probate and real estate, and
am trying to work less than full time.

Tell us a little about your family.
My wife, Mary, is retired from teaching elementary, reading
and special education.  I have two sons who are lawyers, but
don’t practice; my third son is an investment advisor with Ed-
ward Jones; and my daughter teaches middle school language
arts. We have nine grandchildren, the oldest being a pre-med
student in the Lymon-Briggs honors college at Michigan State.
We spend a great deal of time involved in family matters, and
those times are our best.

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney
today?  
Time. I would like to work only three days a week, but the
phone keeps ringing. 

What would your second career choice have been if you had
not become a lawyer?
Likely real estate, although I had been accepted at Michigan
for accounting and had some ability in that area.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Always do the right thing. It sounds trite but will stand you in
good stead in the long run. Make time for yourself and your
family. All the money in the world won’t make up for how you
treat those around you.

What is your favorite movie or book?
My favorite book is QB VII by Leon Uris; my favorite old
movie is Casablanca (for its romance); and my favorite new
movie is The Green Book, for its lessons.

Describe a perfect day off.
A day with my wife on a Top 100 golf course.

What are some of your favorite places that you have vis-
ited?
Alaska (unbelievable); London (historical); Paris (romantic);
and Ireland (Mary’s roots).

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Sidetrack in Depot Town; Common Grill in Chelsea; and
Gratzi’s in Ann Arbor

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to
spend it?
Family, golf and travel.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Lots of golf, a fair amount of travel, grandchildren’s events and
family gatherings.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What
is the greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
WCBA represents an outstanding group of lawyers and pro-
vides professional and social focus for many of those lawyers.
My greatest benefit has been the resources made available by
the WCBA.

&Answered
Asked

Thomas C. Manchester

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a

few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address, and

photo) to make the most of this feature.
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In the world of Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR), third-party mediators are re-
quired and admonished to be neutral and
impartial, but few articles specifically discuss
how to define (and practice) neutrality and
impartiality, and very few articles give prac-
tical working examples.

The purpose of this article is to address and
elucidate the characteristics of neutrality and
impartiality.

MCR 2.411(2) provides: “Mediation is a
process in which a neutral third party facili-
tates communication between parties, assists in identifying issues, and
helps explore solutions to promote a mutually acceptable settlement. A
mediator has no authoritative decision-making power.”  The rule requires
neutrality of the mediator but does not define the characteristics of neu-
trality.

The Oxford Dictionary
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/neutrality) defines neutral-
ity as “the state of not supporting or helping either side in a conflict,
disagreement, etc.; impartiality.”

Standard II of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediation (SCAO
2013) defines impartiality as “freedom from favoritism, bias, or preju-
dice.”

In the world of linguistics, definitions of word meanings are called lexical
semantics.  Conceptual words like “neutrality” and “impartiality,” as op-
posed to a word that describes an object (like “shovel”), are defined by
example. 

The following are examples of non-neutral statements:

1. Mediator: “My partner/expert says that your expert opinion 
is questionable/faulty/all wet.”

2. Mediator: “This is a great deal…you must accept it.”
3. Mediator: “Your position is untenable. You will lose it at 

trial/summary judgment.”
4. Mediator: “Here is what I think of the merits of your   

case….”
5. Mediator: “My opinion is that….”
6. Mediator: “I believe that….”

How then does a mediator invite discussion of issues in the language of
diplomacy, neutrality, and impartiality?

Here are a few examples:

1. Mediator: “The other side takes the position that…”

2. Mediator: “The other side says that your expert opinion is 
flawed because…”

3. Mediator: “If you lose on that issue, this looks like what some
of the results may be…”

4. Mediator: “Both sides appear to be confident that they will 
win and achieve the results they want; but the fact of the 
matter is that only one side will win and the other side will 
lose. The odds of winning or losing are therefore 50/50.”

The bottom line is that neutrals do not express their opinions and beliefs
on the merits or wisdom of a particular outcome. They invite the parties
to formulate their own opinions and conclusions leading to case resolu-
tion.

It is not infrequent that a mediator is invited into a caucus trap where one
party asks the mediator to weigh in on the merits or terms of case reso-
lution. This places the neutral in a position of being an evaluator, which
is ethically dangerous because now the mediator is being asked to wear
a non-mediator hat.

Fortunately, a mediator’s tool box has at least two “instruments” to assist
the parties and avoid jeopardizing neutrality and impartiality.

1. Engaging the parties (usually in caucus) in decision-tree
analysis.  A decision-tree is a road map developed by a media-
tion participant that converts the risk of a “good chance”, a
“fighting chance”, or an “arguable position” into numerical lan-
guage to arrive at probable case outcomes.  It is effective be-
cause:

a) Numbers capture and quantify case assessments.

b) Numbers help shift the focus, promoting emotional
detachment and focusing on the numerical cumula
tive impact of litigation risk.

c) Multiplying the risk assessments developed by the
participant(s) against each other obtains a probabil-
ity estimate, and then combines that result to yield 
an average discounted outcome.

2. Instead of inviting the parties to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of their respective positions (assuming that this dis-
cussion would take place in the presence of clients) ask each
party to answer the following question:
“Assume that the trier of fact just returned a verdict against you.
Tell me why the judge (or each juror) found against your posi-
tion/client.”

In short, mediators coax the parties to make their own case analysis and
draw appropriate conclusions.  This is the working definition of “neutral-
ity” and “impartiality.”

Neutrality, impartiality, and an impartial process are central to the legit-
imacy of decisions reached and the individual’s acceptance of those de-
cisions.

It has long been recognized that the choice of a word influences human
behavior. In fact, the Bible says, “Reckless words pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Bible, Proverbs 12:18 NIV)  

Let us choose our words wisely.  The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Media-
tor, Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s ADR Section
and previously a Florida Supreme Court Civil Circuit and Appellate Me-
diator. He is a recipient of the 2016 National Law Journal ADR Cham-
pion Trailblazer Award. He is an active member of the SBM ADR Section
and a member of its Skills Action Team. He offers civil mediation services
and can be reached at 734-845-4109 and 
edsikorski3@gmail.com and www.edsikorski.com. 

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr.

Mediator Neutrality
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Rebecca A. Harvey
Rebecca Harvey was born and raised in New York, and moved to Michigan to attend the University of Michigan where she 
discovered that Michigan is her true home.  Needing a break from school, she worked for a few years before attending law school 
at Michigan State University College of Law.  After graduating from law school, she moved to Manchester where her husband grew 
up and where they are now raising their three wonderful children.  She has a solo practice in Manchester where she mainly concentrates on Family Law issues 
and Estate Planning.  She is in her second term as the Secretary of the Manchester Community Schools Board of Education, and can be reached at  
law@RebeccaAHarvey.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? 
Where did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
Coming from a family who LOVES to argue, I have always known I wanted 
to be an attorney.  As a child, I was pretty successful at getting what I wanted 
through a logical and well planned out argument.  I attended law school at 
Detroit College of Law, which became Michigan State University College of 
Law the month before my graduation.  But I am still True Blue!

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
My first “official” job was a newspaper delivery girl, where I went up and 
down my block on my bicycle delivering newspapers every day and collecting 
payment once a week.  Since then, I have been a babysitter, lifeguard, a swim 
instructor, a CPR and First Aid instructor, a waitress and finally an attorney 
and best job ever: MOM!

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
Although I don’t currently practice it, I love criminal law.  I’ve always been 
so interested in the process and working with the crime to figure out how to 
solve the case (legally) and end with practical result (although I know that 
doesn’t happen as often as you think).  I also love the juvenile division.  It’s so 
hard when young kids get caught in the middle of something that is not their 
fault, or something they cannot control.  But it’s so exhilarating when we can 
settle a case that puts that child back in the best possible situation and on the 
track for a successful future.

Tell us a little about your family.
My husband is a Michigan native.  He was born in Ann Arbor, lived in 
Saline as a child and moved back to the farm where his mother was raised 
in Manchester.  He graduated from Ferris State University and went back to 
Manchester to settle down.  We were married in 2005 and welcomed our first 
daughter in 2007.  Our son was born in 2009 and we welcomed our youngest 
(and final) daughter in 2013.  There are so many friends whom we consider 
family, but it would take up too much space to name them all.  My kids are 
all currently involved in numerous activities, including sports, book club and 
Cub Scouts to name a few.  We are constantly on the go!

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney today?  
I feel like one of the biggest challenges revolves around our economy.  
Michigan is still struggling financially, and hiring an attorney is a luxury 
many cannot afford.  Either people don’t initially hire an attorney or when 
they do, they want the very minimal amount of help (to keep the costs down).  
It makes it hard to adequately represent a client when the information they 
give you, or allow you to handle, is restricted.  The other challenge is being 
hired to “fix the mess” that results when a client tried to handle the case on 
their own and was unsuccessful.  Fixing a case that has gone down a wrong 
(and, sometimes, detrimental) path is a much more involved representation 

and clients can get upset about all the work that has to be done (and the cost 
of that work) to make things right.  
  
What would your second career choice have been if you had not become 
a lawyer?
Astronaut.  Definitely an astronaut!  (Says the 5-year-old in me!)

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Be confident.  Don’t doubt yourself.  You went through years of a tough 
education to get your law degree, which isn’t easy to do. But you have the 
knowledge to succeed.  Now, know you can!

What is your favorite movie or book?
The Princess Bride.  Inconceivable!  

Describe a perfect day off.
Laying on a beach, reading a book, listening to the ocean waves and no one 
yelling, “Mooooooooom!” 

What are some of your favorite places that you have visited?
Definitely Israel and Paris.  Two completely different places, but so much 
history and beauty in both.  However, my bucket list includes trying to visit 
all 50 states.  I have already been to Hawaii and Alaska (among others), so I’m 
on my way.  

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Any U of M sporting event, usually with my family.  

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to spend it?
I have 3 kids, who has extra money? 

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Again, 3 kids…what spare time?  But on the off chance I have some time, I 
usually like to take my kids outside for some activity:  bike rides, throwing the 
ball around, walks, or just drawing with chalk on the sidewalk.  

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What is the greatest 
benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
The best part of the WCBA is the staff.  Kyeena and Kelley are always so 
friendly and upbeat.  The other great benefit is the courthouse office.  I can’t 
count how many times there has been a last minute change to an order or 
some surprise that comes up, and running down to the office to download 
a form, or use the computer to change an order, or make copies has made 
things so convenient and worthwhile!  Thank you!

Margo E. Edwards

I was born in Bradford, Pennsylvania but moved to Michigan at an early age. I graduated from Belleville High School 
(Go Tigers!). I attended Michigan State University and completed my bachelor’s degree at Eastern Michigan University. I 
obtained my law degree from Wayne State. I worked at Michigan Legal Services in Detroit before opening my own office in 
1997. In 2010 I formed a partnership with two other individuals creating the Legal Defense Group, PLC.  Legal Defense Group handles juvenile defense 
in Washtenaw County. I can be reached a meattorney@comcast.net. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Anything else 
interesting?
When I was a small child, I wanted to be a police officer or firefighter 
because it was acceptable to drive fast. There was also a time when I 
thought driving the car that goes before the “wide load” on the highway 
would be a nice job because you could drive around and listen to the 
radio all day. 
My parents were very supportive and from an early age told me I could be 
anything. By the time I was in junior high, I had narrowed it down to law 
or medicine. My family and friends always said I thought like a lawyer. I 
continue to believe that is a compliment. 

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
My first job right after high school was making ham sandwiches and 
popcorn that people bought at a snack kiosk located in the middle of the 
Belleville Kmart. Before we were so health conscious, eating while you 
shopped was considered a convenience.
While I was in college I also worked as a sales clerk at a fabric store, as a 
pharmacy tech, and at a day care. The day care was super-fun. Where else 
can you get paid to play all day! Had I not been so close to graduating I 
might have continued working with children.  

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I was encouraged as a law clerk to pursue children’s law which includes 
abuse and neglect work. I was reluctant because I thought it would be 
too emotional and draining. Thankfully, one of my mentor attorneys 
continued to prod me along that path. Now I cannot imagine doing 
anything else. I was very happy when I was able to start devoting the 
majority of my time to this type of work. 

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney today?  
Time is always my biggest challenge. I think the cases have become more 
complex and time-consuming. Each case is comprised of a family, and 
most of those families have a lot of needs. My own immediate family 
consists of my 84-year-old mother and my 18-year-old, Sabastian. In 
many instances I have no control over the time needed by each event in 
my day, so balancing everything can be tricky.

What would you be doing today if you were not doing your current 
work?
When I worked at Michigan Legal Services, I wore many hats and worked 

with several non-profits, with the Detroit City Counsel (under Maryann 
Mahaffey - she was a wonderful lady), and with the Detroit Housing 
Commission. I most enjoyed drafting ordinances and grant proposals in 
conjunction with Detroit city government. I could see myself working in 
that area. I also contemplated administrative positions in the non-profit 
housing and homeless sector. 

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers?
I always pass on the best advice I received as a new lawyer. “When others 
mess up, be gracious. When you mess up, and you will, perhaps people 
will be gracious in return.”
I also pass on advice from a now retired 3rd Circuit Judge who called me 
into chambers after my first appearance in his courtroom. He told me he 
was sharing with me the secret of a successful law practice. It is so simple: 
“number your pages.” To be clear, I had numbered my pages, but I think 
he just liked to reiterate the importance of numbering when he had a 
captive audience. 

What is your favorite movie or book?
I enjoy both movies and books tremendously so picking a favorite of 
either is difficult. While I like multiple genres, the most enjoyable movies 
are those that can make you laugh just thinking about them. 
If I had to recommend one movie it would be Return to Me because 
I think it has something that appeals to everyone regardless of age or 
gender. It has a lot of well-known actors and great music. While it has 
substance, you can also just sit back and let it wash over you without a lot 
of complex thinking. After a long day, that’s nice. 
Every December I also recommend A Muppet Christmas Carol. Gonzo 
narrates and I find it is quite funny. I don’t think that was the intention 
though. 

Describe a perfect day off.
My perfect day is one where I do not have to leave my house. It doesn’t 
matter if I am working or relaxing. I like being home.

What are some of your favorite places that you have visited?
I enjoy family (and extended family) trips back to Pennsylvania 
and Niagara Falls because we get to spend time together. I enjoyed 
experiencing the culture in Puerto Rico and Ireland. 
One of my favorite travel memories was convincing a courthouse officer 

Continued on page 9
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HOW MARIJUANA USE CAN STILL BE ILLEGAL IN 
MICHIGAN POST PROPOSAL 1 PASSAGE

On November 6, 2018, recreational
marijuana use was approved by voters
in Michigan.  The ballot initiative was
called Proposal 1, but the law is called
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation
of Marihuana Act (MRTMA).  The
MRTMA went into effect on December
6, 2018.  Currently people can use mari-
juana recreationally in Michigan if they
can obtain the substance legally.  This
means that a person can still break the
law by using or possessing recreational
marijuana.  Below are some examples
of how people can still run into issues
under the new law.

1. Even though recreational marijuana use is permitted, it’s not permit-
ted for everyone.  The MRTMA allows adults 21 years or older to
legally possess two and a half ounces of marijuana outside the home,
and up to ten ounces at their home.   If a person has recreational mari-
juana in excess of those amounts, then they are violating the law.  The
age restriction also means that those under age 21 can still have issues,
just like with underage drinking or alcohol possession. 

2.  A person is still not permitted to sell, distribute, or purchase recre-
ational marijuana in the State of Michigan.  Doing so is a crime.
Michigan’s Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA)
is creating the process for distribution and sales of recreational mari-
juana.  It will probably take up to a year for LARA to create and ap-
prove the process. 

3. Public use of marijuana is prohibited.  This is similar to alcohol.
Just because it’s legal for some people to use and possess it, that does
not mean they can use it in public.   

4. Exportation of recreational marijuana out of Michigan is prohibited
by the MRTMA.  This means that once LARA creates the means of

buying and selling recreational marijuana, a person will still be prohib-
ited from exporting it to other places even if it’s legal in that place.

5. Lastly, driving while high is still illegal in Michigan.  Currently
there is zero tolerance for operating with the presence of recreational
marijuana in Michigan if you are under 21.  The minimum standard in
Michigan for Operating While Intoxicated under Marijuana for those
over 21 is 1 nanogram/milliliter.  This is a very low testable level.
Other states like Colorado and Washington set their level at 5 ng/ml.  It
is possible that in the near future our legislature will address drugged
driving for recreational marijuana users.  This area of criminal law will
also develop more through case law. 

As one can see, the MRTMA hasn’t completely eliminated illegal ac-
tivity relating to recreational marijuana use and possession.  The above
examples are not exhaustive and since this is a new area of law in
Michigan, there will be changes as our state learns to navigate the
recreational marijuana arena.

Alexander W. Hermanowski is a staff attorney for the University of
Michigan Student Legal Services where he helps students with various
legal issues including criminal defense and consumer protections.  Mr.
Hermanowski also runs his own practice called Hermanowski Law fo-
cusing on criminal defense, plaintiff’s personal injury litigation, and
estate planning.  Mr. Hermanowski is a Director at Large on the
WCBA Board of Directors. He also co-chairs the WCBA’s Criminal
Law Section.  He can be reached at alexherm@umich.eduor (734)
763-9920.

Alexander W. Hermanowski

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Answers
1.   l
2.  a
3.  e
4.  g
5.  d
6.  b

7.  i
8.  j
9.  h
10.  c
11.  f
12.  k
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probate can be a complicated process for the
personal representative, who likely only han-
dles this type of situation once or twice in a
lifetime. As an attorney, the process makes
sense to you, but your client likely only has a
cursory understanding of the process.  A proper
assessment of the value of the decedent’s real
property is particularly difficult for the layper-
son or the attorney who is unfamiliar with real
estate transactions.

When determining date of death values for the
decedent's assets, the temptation may be to use
assessment data in order to arrive at the opinion
of value as of the date of death, but is this
working in your client’s best interest? Is the as-
sessment data a good indicator of value? Does having a value that is sub-
stantially higher or lower than actual value hurt the client and potentially
subject you to misrepresentation in the end?

In order to determine whether or not these sources are reliable, I pulled
twenty random sales in the area, and compared their sales prices to the as-
sessment data. The TCV is the True Cash Value (See chart below.)

This random sampling of twenty sales that occurred in the area, compared
to assessment data, shows assessment information both above and below
sales price, and only three instances within a five percent variance (which
is the variance that most appraisers consider the tolerance they look for in
terms of acceptability). That means that assessment data would only have
been useful fifteen percent of the time.

The most reliable and defensible number will come from a formal ap-
praisal, conducted by a certified real estate appraiser. Throughout the val-
uation process, the appraiser analyzes and reconciles the collected data to
arrive at conclusions regarding the final value opinion. In the final recon-
ciliation, the appraiser considers all the available data and uses knowl-
edge, experience and professional judgment to arrive at a final opinion
for the property. 

The cost of an appraisal is minimal compared to the potential tax burden

of an inappropriately provided basis. Equally important, a report of this
caliber may help substantiate your claim that the values within the report
are well-founded and accurate. 

Other tips about appraisals:

It is important to remember that sometimes the person paying for the ap-
praisal is not the appraiser’s client.  For example, in a mortgage lending
scenario, the borrower is paying for the appraisal. The appraiser, how-
ever, is developing their analysis and reporting for their client:  the lender.
If you have a client purchasing property and they would like to engage
the services of an appraiser, it is completely within their right to do so,
but it is separate from the mortgage process.

With appraisals, the intended use can be for mortgage financing, for es-
tablishing a value in an equitable dissolution issue, or it can be for buying
a house without a loan. There are myriad reasons someone may wish to
have an independent opinion of the property’s value.   One constant is
that the appraisal report should be understandable to the client and in-
tended users.

Appraisal reports should be clear and help lead the client to a logical con-
clusion. Even if the client does not agree with the results in the end, they
should always be able to understand how the appraiser got to their con-
clusion. The appraisal report should be able to help the appraiser’s client
make an informed decision as to how to proceed on whatever the basis
was for obtaining this professional opinion to begin with. 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA, is an AQB Certified USPAP instructor
and has been appraising full-time since 1989. She is a Certified Residen-
tial Appraiser in Michigan, specializing in relocation work for various
clients, as well as lake properties and other residential properties. She
covers all of Washtenaw County, and parts of Jackson and Livingston
Counties. Please visit https://annarborappraisals.com for more informa-
tion. 

Rachel Massey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v. Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward 
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v. 
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart

in the Cayman Islands to let me into the state-of-the-art courtrooms when 
the courthouse was actually closed.  He even called his friend working at 
the Capital Building who let me in there while it was also closed. That was 
many years ago so I don’t think they will get in trouble if I share that now.  

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to spend it?
Starbucks, Starbucks, Starbucks! The Venti Chai Tea Frappuccino (no 
whipped cream) has the calories of a meal but is definitely worth it.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies? 
I read a lot. I usually have a book with me. I try to make time with family 
and friends a priority. I enjoy “light” household projects.  And, when the 
weather is nice, working in my yard. Again, this requires me to be at home.  

I used to be quite crafty making greeting cards, Christmas ornaments, 
lace, crocheting, and sewing. I don’t have time for that anymore but maybe 
someday. At this point, I seriously enjoy focusing on relationships more. 
Time invested in others is never wasted and lasts forever.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What is the greatest 
benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
I joined the WCBA as a young lawyer. I think you need to feed into your 
local area of practice and joining the WCBA is an easy and convenient way 
to do that. I have found the interaction with other attorneys beneficial 
(especially as a new attorney) and have enjoyed the various trainings 
throughout the years. Kyeena and Kelley, in their designated courthouse 
space, are extraordinary resources and worth the membership fee in their 
own right!

Asia Johnson

“Ashley,” a resident of Chelsea, Michigan, was held 
in the Washtenaw County Jail on an assault charge 
stemming from an altercation with her sister.  Bail 
was set at $2,000, of which she was required to pay 
10% in order to be released.  She only needed $200 
to be released.  $200 may seem inconsequential 
to most people but, to someone living in poverty, 
this amount is astronomical.  At risk of losing her 
apartment, losing her social security benefits, and 
losing her one-year-old daughter, Ashley needed 
help.  The Bail Project stepped in and posted her 
bond, provided her with transportation to and from court, and provided her 
with transportation to and from her court-ordered drug testing. Two months 
later, the charges were dismissed and, with the assistance provided by The 
Bail Project, Ashley was able to put the ordeal behind her.  

So, what is The Bail Project?  The Bail Project is a national nonprofit 
organization that operates in 19 cities across the United States.  Detroit 
is one of those cities, working predominantly in Wayne and Washtenaw 
counties.  It uses a “revolving bail fund” to post bail for those who cannot 
post for themselves because it strongly believes freedom should be free. Its 
mission is to reform the cash bail system by using a “community release with 
support” model. It aims to connect its clients to the resources they identify 
with and ask for, to remind them of upcoming court dates, and to provide 
transportation to ensure their compliance with the terms of their bail.  At the 
end of its clients’ cases, it collects data to build public understanding for the 
increasing need for reform of the bail system. 

On any given night in the United States, 450,000 people are locked in cells 
because they cannot afford bail.  These people, who have not been convicted, 
are at risk.  They are in danger of losing their jobs, losing custody of their 
children, becoming homeless, and being the victim of violence inside those 
jails.  Just a few days in jail can wreak havoc on one’s life.  The consequences 

are devastating.  The Bail Project’s goal is to keep people from being locked 
up pre-conviction simply because they can’t afford bail.  

Posting bail through The Bail Project is a three-step process:   (1) a  referral 
to The Bail Project originates from the community (family, friends), a 
public defender, or the incarcerated individual themselves; (2)  The Bail 
Project interviews the potential client at the jail, where a needs assessment 
is conducted; and (3)  an analysis is conducted to determine whether it is 
appropriate to post bail for this client and whether The Bail Project can 
provide the support the person has identified as needing post-release.  

If The Bail Project deems it appropriate to post the bail, it does and the client 
gains their freedom back. After a client’s case is disposed, The Bail Project 
receives the bail money back and is able to put it towards securing the release 
of another person being incarcerated for lack of the financial resources to 
post bond.  

Currently, the U.S. is adapting to the methods for containing COVID-19.    
Our jails pose a safety and health risk both inside and outside of the jail.   It 
is important to the containment effort that as many people as possible be 
released from our County jail.  Although posting bail during the pandemic 
is drastically different from posting bail pre-pandemic, it is still possible and 
The Bail Project is working with an increased sense of urgency.   

The Bail Project strives to bring attention and awareness to the individual’s 
right to remain free when a lack of financial resources is the only reason they 
remain incarcerated, and the need for systemic change.  

Asia Johnson is a poet, activist, and bail reformist with The Bail Project.  
She can be reached at asiaj@bailproject.org. 

The Bail Project:  Freedom Should Be Free
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THANK YOU 
to those that continue to support the WCBA by 
contributing to the WCBA Donations Fund for 

community service, law library, and technology 
improvements!

Elizabeth S. Arnkoff
Susan V. Brown – Chelsea Family Law

Adam H. Eichner – Eichner Realty, LLC
Suzanne R. Fanning – Suzanne R. Fanning, PLLC

Paul C. Fessler – Fessler Law, P.C.
Peter C. Flintoft – Keusch, Flintoft & Fink, PLLC
Alexander W. Heritier – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.
Robert B. June – Law Offices of Robert June, P.C.

Teresa A. Killeen
Véronique M. Liem – Liem Law & Mediation Office

Victor L. Lillich – Victor L. Lillich, JD & Associates, PLLC
Thomas C. Manchester – Law Office of Thomas C. 

Manchester
Sarah M. Meinhart – Sarah M. Meinhart, PLLC

Mary M. O’Leary-Larsen – Law Office of Mary O’Leary
John B. Owdziej – Law Office of John B. Owdziej

Lana A. Panagoulia – Lana Panagoulia Law, PLLC
Andrew A. Paterson, Jr. – Paterson Law Office

Margaret Dearden Petersen – Petersen Law PLLC
Eli N. Savit 

Jonathan D. Shapiro
Julie C. Sisson – Sisson Legal, PLC

John W. Stanowski – Stanowski and Associates
Nastassja A. Thomas – Hamilton, Graziano & London, 

PLC
John W. Whitman – Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

sufficient for general jurisdiction.  A Plus Painting v. Summit Developers, Inc., 
et al., No. 16-151640-CB (Oakland Co. Cir., Oct. 5, 2016). Although A Plus 
Painting did not provide a detailed basis for its conclusion, it expressly found 
that Daimler posed no constitutional barrier to exercising general jurisdiction 
based on business registration alone. Id. at *3-4.   

 Take-away for Michigan Practitioners

Michigan practitioners should be aware of the new constitutional limits on the 
exercise of both general and specific jurisdiction, which are not fully reflected 
in Michigan case law. For general jurisdiction, practitioners should be mindful 
that general jurisdiction over a non-consenting corporate defendant will very 
likely be unconstitutional outside of the defendant’s place of incorporation 
and principal place of business. And for specific jurisdiction, a marginal nexus 
between a defendant’s contacts with a forum and the claims at issue may no 
longer support jurisdiction where it once did.  

But it remains an open question whether registering to do business in Michigan 
and appointing an agent for service of process supports an inference of consent 
to general jurisdiction, and if so, whether that consent would be valid under 
Daimler. Without a binding Michigan decision or a U.S. Supreme Court 
decision rejecting consent-by-registration, it is an argument worth trying. But 
given the trend emerging from other jurisdictions, the opportunity to argue it in 
Michigan might be short-lived. 

Paul Stewart is a litigation associate in Dykema’s Ann Arbor office. He represents 
clients on a range of commercial, regulatory, antitrust, environmental, and 
appellate matters. Mr. Stewart is the Co-Chair of the Trial Practice Section of the 
WCBA and can be reached at pstewart@dykema.com.
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The Washtenaw County Bar Association –
It’s Where You Belong!  We rolled out this
tagline last July at the start of our fiscal
year to help us welcome and support more
lawyers in our Bar.  Thanks to relation-
ships, activities, and our website, we ex-

panded our membership ranks with 67 new members this year.
Having exceeded last year’s tally of 43 new members, and knowing
new members are waiting to join in July, I am eager to start attracting
even more lawyers this coming year.  In the meantime, we are rolling
through a busy spring!  

First, congratulations to Judge Richard E. Conlin on receiving the
WCBA’s Professionalism & Civility in the Practice of Law Award at
our Annual Award Meeting & Election in April.  Judge Conlin has
served on the 14A District Court bench since his appointment in 1995.
Doug Mullkoff nominated Judge Conlin for the award with this heart-
felt statement, a feeling clearly shared by the 100+ people who at-
tended to honor the judge.    

“Dick Conlin has been a joy to practice in front of.  He was highly
respected as a civil attorney before generously giving back to the
community by agreeing to become a judge.  His temperament is ideal
for the bench.  Always pleasant, calm, and kind. He makes people
know they matter. Wise but soft spoken and humble. Quick to smile
and put others at ease. Courteous, helpful, friendly. Dick sets the stan-
dard for excellence.”

Doug Mullkoff and Mike Gatti presented the award to Judge Conlin,
and Judge Connors shared a big fish tale involving the honoree.  Ever
the gentleman, Judge Conlin admitted only that the story had “ele-
ments of truth in it.”  Established in 1991, the Professionalism & Ci-
vility Award is now presented every third year at the annual Bar
dinner, on a rotating schedule with the Patriot and Liberty Bell
Awards.  

The annual Bar dinner also included the return of 18 former Bar pres-
idents for the second year in a row.   A personal note of thanks to all
of our former Presidents for continuing to support the Bar.  I am glad
you still belong!  Events like this one and the upcoming Bench-Bar
conference also make it easy to catch up with members, like talking
with Abby Elias on the eve of her last day in the Ann Arbor City At-
torney’s Office after 23 years.  Congratulations, Abby, thank you, and
enjoy your retirement!  Congratulations also to Joy Gaines on her
promotion to First Assistant Public Defender, Juvenile Division!  Joy
is modest; thankfully, Chief Public Defender Delphia Simpson was
there to share the news.

Thank you also to this year’s Board members, committee and section
chairs, and to Executive Director Kyeena Slater and Kelley Lindquist.
The Board is a vibrant mix of personalities guiding the Bar and Ky-
eena and Kelley make the daily operations run like a well-oiled ma-

chine.  On July 1st, Mark Jane will step up as President.  I look for-
ward to Mark’s leadership with his passion for the Bar, his knack for
the fine print, and his winning trivia knowledge.      

After our Bench-Bar conference on May 3rd, keep an eye open for
the “WCBA Night Out at the Driving Range” in May and a book dis-
cussion event on Tough Cases.  Also, I’d love to have you join me
again in a fun 5K run/walk, this time the “Oberun”.  It’s an evening
summer solstice event at Wiard’s Orchard on Friday, June 21st.
www.runoberun5K.com  After that, there are only four months until
the Bar makes another strong showing in the Purple Run 5K for Safe-
House!

Last, to further foster that feeling of belonging, I hope you enjoy get-
ting to know more of our members through the Before They Were
Lawyers quiz below.

Cheers from the Bar,
Elizabeth 

Elizabeth C. Jolliffe

Elizabeth@yourbenchmarkcoach.com

1.   Judge Archie Brown, 22nd Circuit Court
2.   Karen Field, Washtenaw County Prosecutor’s Office
3.   Nick Gable, Legal Services of South Central Michigan 
4.   Joy Glovick, Conlin, McKenney & Philbrick, P.C.
5.   Joelle Gurnoe-Adams, Chalgian & Tripp Law Offices, PLLC 
6.   Elizabeth Jolliffe, Your Benchmark Coach
7.   Tom Kent, University of Michigan Office of the General 

Counsel   
8.   Matthew Kerry, Kerry Law PLLC 
9.   David McDaniel, Jaffe, Raitt, Heur & Weiss, P.C.
10. Miriam Perry, Washtenaw County Office of the Public De    

fender   
11. Judge Kirk Tabbey, 14A District Court
12. John Whitman, Garan Lucow Miller, P.C.

a.   Fotomat attendant
b.   Dental assistant
c.   English teacher in rural Japan
d.   Lady Foot Locker salesperson
e.  Garbage collector
f.    Backstage security, Castle Farms 

Music Theatre
g.   Auto mechanic
h.   Irrigation system installer
i.  Photographer @ “Picture Man”
j.  Auto mechanic
k.   Tile Setter
l.    Auto body & repair technician

BEFORE THEY 
WERE LAWYERS  

Match the attorney with a past job
Answers on page 6

President’s Message

May/June 20198

May/June20194

I have lived in Ypsilanti since 1947 and am married to Mary (Fitzharris) Manchester whom I met while we were
students at Eastern Michigan University. We have four children and nine grandchildren. I received my law degree
from the University of Michigan Law School, graduating in 1968, passing the Michigan Bar exam and beginning
practice in Ypsilanti that same year. I can be reached at tom@mackmanlaw.com. 

Did you always know you wanted to be an attorney? Where
did you get your law degree?  Anything else interesting?
I had no idea what I wanted to do to make a living when I got
out of college. I was selling real estate while in college and
thought that would be a good possibility. I took the LSAT as a
lark and did well. I applied to Harvard, Duke and Michigan.
Michigan accepted me, so I went there for my legal education.
I come from a family of lawyers on my father’s side so it must
be in the blood.  

What jobs did you have before you became an attorney?
I caddied for three years, was a truck driver for a produce com-
pany one summer, worked melting scrap metal and pouring
molten steel into ingots one summer, worked in a GM factory
one summer, and sold real estate. 

What area of the law do you like the best and why?
I don’t “like” any particular area more than others. I started out
as a general practitioner and followed the demand. Right now,
I mostly do small estate planning, probate and real estate, and
am trying to work less than full time.

Tell us a little about your family.
My wife, Mary, is retired from teaching elementary, reading
and special education.  I have two sons who are lawyers, but
don’t practice; my third son is an investment advisor with Ed-
ward Jones; and my daughter teaches middle school language
arts. We have nine grandchildren, the oldest being a pre-med
student in the Lymon-Briggs honors college at Michigan State.
We spend a great deal of time involved in family matters, and
those times are our best.

What is the biggest challenge facing you as an attorney
today?  
Time. I would like to work only three days a week, but the
phone keeps ringing. 

What would your second career choice have been if you had
not become a lawyer?
Likely real estate, although I had been accepted at Michigan
for accounting and had some ability in that area.

Any words of wisdom to pass on to new lawyers? 
Always do the right thing. It sounds trite but will stand you in
good stead in the long run. Make time for yourself and your
family. All the money in the world won’t make up for how you
treat those around you.

What is your favorite movie or book?
My favorite book is QB VII by Leon Uris; my favorite old
movie is Casablanca (for its romance); and my favorite new
movie is The Green Book, for its lessons.

Describe a perfect day off.
A day with my wife on a Top 100 golf course.

What are some of your favorite places that you have vis-
ited?
Alaska (unbelievable); London (historical); Paris (romantic);
and Ireland (Mary’s roots).

What are your favorite local hangouts? 
Sidetrack in Depot Town; Common Grill in Chelsea; and
Gratzi’s in Ann Arbor

When you have a little extra money, where do you like to
spend it?
Family, golf and travel.

What do you like to do in your spare time? Hobbies?
Lots of golf, a fair amount of travel, grandchildren’s events and
family gatherings.

Why do you choose to be a member of the WCBA?  What
is the greatest benefit you have enjoyed as a member?
WCBA represents an outstanding group of lawyers and pro-
vides professional and social focus for many of those lawyers.
My greatest benefit has been the resources made available by
the WCBA.

&Answered
Asked

Thomas C. Manchester

Valued Members:
Are you making the most of our

online Member Directory
(accessible to the public)?

Make our website work for you! All of our members
are listed in our online Member Directory (accessible
to the public and searchable by area of law). Also, we
are featuring WCBA members on a rotating basis in
the “Meet a WCBA Attorney” section located on the
right hand side of most of our pages.  Please take a

few minutes to update your profile (including
adding your practice areas, website address, and

photo) to make the most of this feature.
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In the world of Alternative Dispute Resolu-
tion (ADR), third-party mediators are re-
quired and admonished to be neutral and
impartial, but few articles specifically discuss
how to define (and practice) neutrality and
impartiality, and very few articles give prac-
tical working examples.

The purpose of this article is to address and
elucidate the characteristics of neutrality and
impartiality.

MCR 2.411(2) provides: “Mediation is a
process in which a neutral third party facili-
tates communication between parties, assists in identifying issues, and
helps explore solutions to promote a mutually acceptable settlement. A
mediator has no authoritative decision-making power.”  The rule requires
neutrality of the mediator but does not define the characteristics of neu-
trality.

The Oxford Dictionary
(https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/neutrality) defines neutral-
ity as “the state of not supporting or helping either side in a conflict,
disagreement, etc.; impartiality.”

Standard II of the Model Standards of Conduct for Mediation (SCAO
2013) defines impartiality as “freedom from favoritism, bias, or preju-
dice.”

In the world of linguistics, definitions of word meanings are called lexical
semantics.  Conceptual words like “neutrality” and “impartiality,” as op-
posed to a word that describes an object (like “shovel”), are defined by
example. 

The following are examples of non-neutral statements:

1. Mediator: “My partner/expert says that your expert opinion 
is questionable/faulty/all wet.”

2. Mediator: “This is a great deal…you must accept it.”
3. Mediator: “Your position is untenable. You will lose it at 

trial/summary judgment.”
4. Mediator: “Here is what I think of the merits of your   

case….”
5. Mediator: “My opinion is that….”
6. Mediator: “I believe that….”

How then does a mediator invite discussion of issues in the language of
diplomacy, neutrality, and impartiality?

Here are a few examples:

1. Mediator: “The other side takes the position that…”

2. Mediator: “The other side says that your expert opinion is 
flawed because…”

3. Mediator: “If you lose on that issue, this looks like what some
of the results may be…”

4. Mediator: “Both sides appear to be confident that they will 
win and achieve the results they want; but the fact of the 
matter is that only one side will win and the other side will 
lose. The odds of winning or losing are therefore 50/50.”

The bottom line is that neutrals do not express their opinions and beliefs
on the merits or wisdom of a particular outcome. They invite the parties
to formulate their own opinions and conclusions leading to case resolu-
tion.

It is not infrequent that a mediator is invited into a caucus trap where one
party asks the mediator to weigh in on the merits or terms of case reso-
lution. This places the neutral in a position of being an evaluator, which
is ethically dangerous because now the mediator is being asked to wear
a non-mediator hat.

Fortunately, a mediator’s tool box has at least two “instruments” to assist
the parties and avoid jeopardizing neutrality and impartiality.

1. Engaging the parties (usually in caucus) in decision-tree
analysis.  A decision-tree is a road map developed by a media-
tion participant that converts the risk of a “good chance”, a
“fighting chance”, or an “arguable position” into numerical lan-
guage to arrive at probable case outcomes.  It is effective be-
cause:

a) Numbers capture and quantify case assessments.

b) Numbers help shift the focus, promoting emotional
detachment and focusing on the numerical cumula
tive impact of litigation risk.

c) Multiplying the risk assessments developed by the
participant(s) against each other obtains a probabil-
ity estimate, and then combines that result to yield 
an average discounted outcome.

2. Instead of inviting the parties to discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of their respective positions (assuming that this dis-
cussion would take place in the presence of clients) ask each
party to answer the following question:
“Assume that the trier of fact just returned a verdict against you.
Tell me why the judge (or each juror) found against your posi-
tion/client.”

In short, mediators coax the parties to make their own case analysis and
draw appropriate conclusions.  This is the working definition of “neutral-
ity” and “impartiality.”

Neutrality, impartiality, and an impartial process are central to the legit-
imacy of decisions reached and the individual’s acceptance of those de-
cisions.

It has long been recognized that the choice of a word influences human
behavior. In fact, the Bible says, “Reckless words pierce like a sword,
but the tongue of the wise brings healing.” (Bible, Proverbs 12:18 NIV)  

Let us choose our words wisely.  The pen is indeed mightier than the
sword.

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr., is an approved Washtenaw County Civil Media-
tor, Co-Chair of the Washtenaw County Bar Association’s ADR Section
and previously a Florida Supreme Court Civil Circuit and Appellate Me-
diator. He is a recipient of the 2016 National Law Journal ADR Cham-
pion Trailblazer Award. He is an active member of the SBM ADR Section
and a member of its Skills Action Team. He offers civil mediation services
and can be reached at 734-845-4109 and 
edsikorski3@gmail.com and www.edsikorski.com. 

Edmund J. Sikorski, Jr.

Mediator Neutrality

ab
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Hire a qualified appraiser! 
 

Rachel Massey, SRA, AI-RRS, IFA 

Certified Residential Appraiser 
AQB Certified USPAP Instructor 

Residential appraisals and 
reviews 

 

734.761.3065 
rachmass@comcast.net 

https://annarborappraisals.com 
 

We Need Your Help!
Please donate 2 hours of your time.

The Washtenaw County Bar Association's
New Lawyers Section

is sponsoring
Law Day, USA 

Wednesday, May 1, 2019   10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Ann Arbor District Library, 343 S. Fifth Ave., Ann Arbor
Ypsilanti District Library, 229 W. Michigan Ave., Ypsilanti

During Law Day, USA, members of the public come in for a free 20-30 minute consultation.  Most needed areas of law are family,
landlord/tenant, real estate, estate planning, probate, and general civil.  We also usually have a few inquiries in employment and

consumer protection areas of law.

Contact Kelley Lindquist at 734-994-4912 or lindquistk@washtenaw.org to volunteer and to tell us the areas of law in which you will
give consultations and which location works best for you.

Thank you in advance!  We couldn't do this without you.
A minimum liability policy is required for participation.

If you are running late the day of the event, please call the WCBA office at 734-994-4912.

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Asked & Answered continued from pg. 8
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                                                        DUE AND PAYABLE UPON RECEIPT                                             2020 - 2021

MEMBERSHIP
RENEWAL FORM

  Please check here if
                                                                                                             this is a new address

      

Name_______________________________________________ P Number________

Firm Name___________________________________________________________
 
Firm Address_________________________________________________________

Mailing Address (if different)______________________________________________

Phone____________________ Email Address_______________________________

Area(s) of Practice_______________________________Birthdate_______________
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HOWMARIJUANAUSECANSTILLBEILLEGALIN
MICHIGANPOSTPROPOSAL1PASSAGE

OnNovember6,2018,recreational
marijuanausewasapprovedbyvoters
inMichigan.Theballotinitiativewas
calledProposal1,butthelawiscalled
theMichiganRegulationandTaxation
ofMarihuanaAct(MRTMA).The
MRTMAwentintoeffectonDecember
6,2018.Currentlypeoplecanusemari-
juanarecreationallyinMichiganifthey
canobtainthesubstancelegally.This
meansthatapersoncanstillbreakthe
lawbyusingorpossessingrecreational
marijuana.Belowaresomeexamples
ofhowpeoplecanstillrunintoissues
underthenewlaw.

1.Eventhoughrecreationalmarijuanauseispermitted,it’snotpermit-
tedforeveryone.TheMRTMAallowsadults21yearsorolderto
legallypossesstwoandahalfouncesofmarijuanaoutsidethehome,
anduptotenouncesattheirhome.Ifapersonhasrecreationalmari-
juanainexcessofthoseamounts,thentheyareviolatingthelaw.The
agerestrictionalsomeansthatthoseunderage21canstillhaveissues,
justlikewithunderagedrinkingoralcoholpossession.

2.Apersonisstillnotpermittedtosell,distribute,orpurchaserecre-
ationalmarijuanaintheStateofMichigan.Doingsoisacrime.
Michigan’sDepartmentofLicensingandRegulatoryAffairs(LARA)
iscreatingtheprocessfordistributionandsalesofrecreationalmari-
juana.ItwillprobablytakeuptoayearforLARAtocreateandap-
provetheprocess.

3.Publicuseofmarijuanaisprohibited.Thisissimilartoalcohol.
Justbecauseit’slegalforsomepeopletouseandpossessit,thatdoes
notmeantheycanuseitinpublic.

4.ExportationofrecreationalmarijuanaoutofMichiganisprohibited
bytheMRTMA.ThismeansthatonceLARAcreatesthemeansof

buyingandsellingrecreationalmarijuana,apersonwillstillbeprohib-
itedfromexportingittootherplacesevenifit’slegalinthatplace.

5.Lastly,drivingwhilehighisstillillegalinMichigan.Currently
thereiszerotoleranceforoperatingwiththepresenceofrecreational
marijuanainMichiganifyouareunder21.Theminimumstandardin
MichiganforOperatingWhileIntoxicatedunderMarijuanaforthose
over21is1nanogram/milliliter.Thisisaverylowtestablelevel.
OtherstateslikeColoradoandWashingtonsettheirlevelat5ng/ml.It
ispossiblethatinthenearfutureourlegislaturewilladdressdrugged
drivingforrecreationalmarijuanausers.Thisareaofcriminallawwill
alsodevelopmorethroughcaselaw.

Asonecansee,theMRTMAhasn’tcompletelyeliminatedillegalac-
tivityrelatingtorecreationalmarijuanauseandpossession.Theabove
examplesarenotexhaustiveandsincethisisanewareaoflawin
Michigan,therewillbechangesasourstatelearnstonavigatethe
recreationalmarijuanaarena.

AlexanderW.HermanowskiisastaffattorneyfortheUniversityof
MichiganStudentLegalServiceswherehehelpsstudentswithvarious
legalissuesincludingcriminaldefenseandconsumerprotections.Mr.
HermanowskialsorunshisownpracticecalledHermanowskiLawfo-
cusingoncriminaldefense,plaintiff’spersonalinjurylitigation,and
estateplanning.Mr.HermanowskiisaDirectoratLargeonthe
WCBABoardofDirectors.Healsoco-chairstheWCBA’sCriminal
LawSection.Hecanbereachedatalexherm@umich.eduor(734)
763-9920.

AlexanderW.Hermanowski

BEFORETHEY
WERELAWYERS

Answers
1.l
2.a
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7.i
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PROCEED WITH CAUTION – WHY STATE EQUALIZED 
VALUE MAY NOT BE YOUR CLIENT’S FRIEND

Probatecanbeacomplicatedprocessforthe
personalrepresentative,wholikelyonlyhan-
dlesthistypeofsituationonceortwiceina
lifetime.Asanattorney,theprocessmakes
sensetoyou,butyourclientlikelyonlyhasa
cursoryunderstandingoftheprocess.Aproper
assessmentofthevalueofthedecedent’sreal
propertyisparticularlydifficultforthelayper-
sonortheattorneywhoisunfamiliarwithreal
estatetransactions.

Whendeterminingdateofdeathvaluesforthe
decedent'sassets,thetemptationmaybetouse
assessmentdatainordertoarriveattheopinion
ofvalueasofthedateofdeath,butisthis
workinginyourclient’sbestinterest?Istheas-
sessmentdataagoodindicatorofvalue?Doeshavingavaluethatissub-
stantiallyhigherorlowerthanactualvaluehurttheclientandpotentially
subjectyoutomisrepresentationintheend?

Inordertodeterminewhetherornotthesesourcesarereliable,Ipulled
twentyrandomsalesinthearea,andcomparedtheirsalespricestotheas-
sessmentdata.TheTCVistheTrueCashValue(Seechartbelow.)

Thisrandomsamplingoftwentysalesthatoccurredinthearea,compared
toassessmentdata,showsassessmentinformationbothaboveandbelow
salesprice,andonlythreeinstanceswithinafivepercentvariance(which
isthevariancethatmostappraisersconsiderthetolerancetheylookforin
termsofacceptability).Thatmeansthatassessmentdatawouldonlyhave
beenusefulfifteenpercentofthetime.

Themostreliableanddefensiblenumberwillcomefromaformalap-
praisal,conductedbyacertifiedrealestateappraiser.Throughouttheval-
uationprocess,theappraiseranalyzesandreconcilesthecollecteddatato
arriveatconclusionsregardingthefinalvalueopinion.Inthefinalrecon-
ciliation,theappraiserconsidersalltheavailabledataandusesknowl-
edge,experienceandprofessionaljudgmenttoarriveatafinalopinion
fortheproperty.

Thecostofanappraisalisminimalcomparedtothepotentialtaxburden

ofaninappropriatelyprovidedbasis.Equallyimportant,areportofthis
calibermayhelpsubstantiateyourclaimthatthevalueswithinthereport
arewell-foundedandaccurate.

Othertipsaboutappraisals:

Itisimportanttorememberthatsometimesthepersonpayingfortheap-
praisalisnottheappraiser’sclient.Forexample,inamortgagelending
scenario,theborrowerispayingfortheappraisal.Theappraiser,how-
ever,isdevelopingtheiranalysisandreportingfortheirclient:thelender.
Ifyouhaveaclientpurchasingpropertyandtheywouldliketoengage
theservicesofanappraiser,itiscompletelywithintheirrighttodoso,
butitisseparatefromthemortgageprocess.

Withappraisals,theintendedusecanbeformortgagefinancing,fores-
tablishingavalueinanequitabledissolutionissue,oritcanbeforbuying
ahousewithoutaloan.Therearemyriadreasonssomeonemaywishto
haveanindependentopinionoftheproperty’svalue.Oneconstantis
thattheappraisalreportshouldbeunderstandabletotheclientandin-
tendedusers.

Appraisalreportsshouldbeclearandhelpleadtheclienttoalogicalcon-
clusion.Eveniftheclientdoesnotagreewiththeresultsintheend,they
shouldalwaysbeabletounderstandhowtheappraisergottotheircon-
clusion.Theappraisalreportshouldbeabletohelptheappraiser’sclient
makeaninformeddecisionastohowtoproceedonwhateverthebasis
wasforobtainingthisprofessionalopiniontobeginwith.

RachelMassey,SRA,AI-RRS,IFA,isanAQBCertifiedUSPAPinstructor
andhasbeenappraisingfull-timesince1989.SheisaCertifiedResiden-
tialAppraiserinMichigan,specializinginrelocationworkforvarious
clients,aswellaslakepropertiesandotherresidentialproperties.She
coversallofWashtenawCounty,andpartsofJacksonandLivingston
Counties.Pleasevisithttps://annarborappraisals.comformoreinforma-
tion.

RachelMassey
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Personal jurisdiction is a big deal. Without it, a court cannot 
enter a money judgment or injunction against a defendant.  In 
recent years, the United States Supreme Court has narrowed 
the circumstances under which personal jurisdiction may be 
exercised, particularly against out-of-state corporate defendants. 
See generally Michael H. Hoffheimer, The Stealth Revolution in 
Personal Jurisdiction, 70 Fla. L. Rev. 499 (2018). Yet these changes 
are not fully reflected in Michigan decisions addressing personal 
jurisdiction, leading to a potential trap for a practitioner looking 
only at Michigan case law. This article provides a brief overview 
of the recent constitutional constraints imposed on personal 
jurisdiction, and then considers the potential for a Michigan 
court to exercise personal jurisdiction under a consent-by-
registration theory, where jurisdiction would otherwise be lacking.  

Essential Background

A court’s exercise of personal jurisdiction must comport with both the 
jurisdictional statutes in the state where the court sits, and the Fourteenth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Goodyear Dunlop Tires Operations, S.A. 
v.Brown, 564 U.S. 915, 918 (2011). The cornerstone of modern personal 
jurisdiction theory under the Due Process Clause is a defendant’s “contacts” 
with the forum (i.e., the stronger the contacts, the less the Due Process 
concerns).

Personal jurisdiction comes in two flavors: general (“all-purpose”) and 
specific (“limited”). General jurisdiction is constitutionally permissible when 
a defendant is “essentially at home” in a state, in which case that state’s courts 
can “hear any and all claims” against the defendant, regardless of whether the 
claims have any factual connection to the state. See Daimler AG v. Bauman, 
571 U.S. 117, 122 (2014). In contrast, specific jurisdiction is permissible only 
where the suit “arises out of or relates to the defendant’s contacts with the 
forum.” Id. at 118.    

Following the Supreme Court’s seminal decision of Int’l Shoe Co. v. 
Washington, 326 U.S. 310 (1945), courts recognized that a corporate 
defendant may be subject to general jurisdiction based on “continuous and 
systematic” contacts with the forum. But in the decades following Int’l Shoe 
Co., courts have wrestled with the question of what constitutes “continuous 
and systematic” contacts. Similarly, for specific jurisdiction, courts have 
disagreed over the requisite nexus between the claims alleged and the 
defendant’s contacts with the forum.  

The Supreme Court’s Recent Clamp Down

The discord surrounding “continuous and systematic” contacts was largely 
put to rest in the Supreme Court’s Daimler AG v. Bauman decision, issued in 
2014, which essentially confined general jurisdiction over a company to its 
place of incorporation and its principal place of business (albeit leaving the 
door open for an “exceptional case” where general jurisdiction could exist 
in the absence of those two conditions). Daimler, 571 U.S. at 137-39, 139 
n.19. In other words, Daimler “eliminate[d] the traditional ‘continuous and 
systematic’ contacts test for general jurisdiction.” See Charles Rhodes, Toward
a New Equilibrium in Personal Jurisdiction, 48 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 207, 209 
(2014). The Court’s decision in Daimler coincides with increasingly restrictive 
positions the Court has taken on specific jurisdiction, most recently in Bristol-
Myers Squibb Co. v. Superior Court, 137 S. Ct. 1773 (2017). 

Consent to Personal Jurisdiction Via Business Registration

In the wake of the new limitations on personal jurisdiction, 
plaintiffs have increasingly argued that regardless of the extent 
a defendant does business within a forum, a defendant consents 
to general jurisdiction the moment it registers under the forum’s 
business registration statute, which invariably requires the 
appointment of an agent for service of process within the forum. 
This theory is not without precedent—the Supreme Court 
accepted it in Pennsylvania Fire Insurance Co. of Philadelphia v. 
Gold Issue Mining & Milling Co., 243 U.S. 93 (1917). And in some 
post-Daimler instances, the consent-by-registration theory has 
worked. See, e.g., Senju Pharm. Co., Ltd. v. Metrics, Inc., 96 F. 
Supp. 3d 428, 436-40 (D.N.J. 2015); see also Genuine Parts Co. v. 

Cepec, 137 A.3d 123, 149, n.30 (Del. 2016) (Vaughn, J., dissenting) (surveying 
cases).  

Yet personal jurisdiction law has evolved significantly since Pennsylvania 
Fire, and numerous decisions after Daimler have rejected consent-by-
registration, including decisions from the highest state appellate courts 
in Delaware, Illinois, and Missouri. See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 
A.3d 123, 138-48 (Del. 2016); Aspen Am. Ins. Co. v. Interstate Warehousing, 
Inc., 90 N.E.3d 440, 447 (Ill. 2017); State ex rel. Norfolk S. Ry. v. Dolan, 512 
S.W.3d 41, 51-52 (Mo. 2017). Courts have tended to reject consent-by-
registration on statutory interpretation grounds rather than constitutional 
grounds—holding that there is no actual consent where the statutes do 
not make personal jurisdiction a condition of registration. But even those 
decisions have expressed skepticism over whether consent-by-registration 
could be constitutionally compatible with Daimler. And in some cases, that 
skepticism has been used as a rationale for interpreting the jurisdictional 
import of the business registration statutes narrowly (under the prudential 
doctrine of construing statutes to be consistent with the U.S. Constitution, 
when possible). See Genuine Parts Co. v. Cepec, 137 A.3d at 144-48; Brown v.
Lockheed Martin Corp., 814 F.3d 619, 639-41 (2d Cir. 2016). The skepticism 
over consent-by-registration is understandable, given it would permit 
the exercise of general jurisdiction far beyond a corporation’s place of 
incorporation and principal place of business, thereby making Daimler a 
practical nullity for corporations with a national presence.

Consent-by-Registration in Michigan

No published Michigan decisions have addressed consent-by-registration. 
However, it did arise in federal court in Magna Powertrain de Mex. S.A. 
de C.V. v. Momentive Performance Materials USA LLC, 192 F. Supp. 3d 824 
(E.D. Mich. 2016), where the court considered its own exercise of personal 
jurisdiction from the perspective of a Michigan state court (under the general 
rule that the boundaries of personal jurisdiction in federal court are equal to 
the state where the federal court sits). In Magna Powertrain, Judge Lawson 
rejected consent-by-registration on the basis that the language of Michigan’s 
business registration statute does not permit an inference of consent. By 
deciding the issue on this ground, the court avoided the constitutional 
question of whether Daimler would permit such an inference—the approach 
often taken in other jurisdictions, as mentioned above. 

Yet shortly after Magna Powertrain, Judge Potts (ret.) of the Oakland County 
Circuit Court reached an entirely different conclusion, holding that business 
registration—and corresponding appointment of a registered agent—was 

Personal Jurisdiction: New Limitations 
and the Consent-by-Registration Workaround

Paul T. Stewart

 
  

  

  

    

   

It’s Where You Belong!

The Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) Pandemic has 
wreaked havoc in our daily lives.

It struck us hard in mid-March…shutting down our schools, shopping 
malls, restaurants, places of employment, and our economy.  We worried 
about our loved ones and how we would continue to service our clients, 
but we persevered. 

The Washtenaw County Bar Association is resilient.    

We learned how to do more than multi-task.  Due to the Governor’s 
Executive Order, we had to start working remotely from home.  We have 
been learning and using Zoom and other online video conferencing 
platforms to service our clients’ legal needs.

We now face a “new normal.”  To minimize the foot traffic in our 
courthouses, most hearings will be held virtually.  As I write - even the 
Supreme Court is hearing oral arguments via teleconference.

These are rapidly changing times, so please check the WCBA website 
often as well as the local courts’ websites for updates.

We look forward to serving our members through new and innovative 
programs.  Our section chairs are preparing to provide you with 
substantive legal updates and education through section meetings and 
seminars. These meetings increase your knowledge in your areas of 
practice and provide great networking opportunities.

We are a strong, close-knit, collegial, and supportive legal community. 
The WCBA remains dedicated to the success of our members.  Reach out 
and support each other as we face professional and personal challenges 
moving forward.

Please let me know if we can help you with anything.  Your suggestions 
and input are much appreciated.

Thank you for being a WCBA member and supporting our organization.

Kyeena
Kyeena G. Slater
slaterk@washtenaw.org

Executive Director’s Corner

AGC Seeks Volunteer Receivers

The Michigan Attorney Grievance Commission seeks 
licensed local attorneys to serve as pro bono volunteer 

receivers pursuant to MCR 9.119(G) to assist in liquidating 
the practice of lawyers who are incapacitated, deceased, 
suspended or disbarred.  Attorneys who are interested in 

serving in this type of capacity should contact:
                                        

Rhonda S. Pozehl, Senior Associate Counsel
Attorney Grievance Commission
The Buhl Building

 535 Griswold, Suite 1700
 Detroit, MI  48226
 Phone: (313) 961-6585

Fax:  (313) 961-5819
 Web:  www.agcmi.org                 

Local Courts’ Websites for

Updates on Policies and Procedures

Washtenaw County Trial Court:  
https://www.washtenaw.org/991/Trial-Court

15th District Court:   
https://www.a2gov.org/departments/15D/pages/default.aspx

14A District Court:   
https://www.washtenaw.org/946/14A-District-Court

14B District Court: 
 https://ytown.org/14b-court

https://www.washtenaw.org/991/Trial-Court
https://www.a2gov.org/departments/15D/pages/default.aspx
https://www.washtenaw.org/946/14A-District-Court
https://ytown.org/14b-court
mailto:slaterk@washtenaw.org
www.agcmi.org
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